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“Human power is its own end”—Karl Marx

WORKSHOPTALKS

VA care is for data
by Htun Lin

The media has been abuzz with news of the Veterans Administration (VA) scandal over concealing
lengthy delays in providing access to healthcare. VA
bureaucrats admitted that they cooked the books to
hide that many patients had to wait years to be seen by
a doctor. Some of these patients died before they were
ever seen. Some VA workers confessed that the fake
data was what their higher-ups wanted to see.
There was much pompous indignation displayed by
Congress, which ultimately succeeded in forcing General Shinseki, the VA’s top man, to resign. Congress, however, doesn’t want to confront problems in the system
which surfaced in the VA scandal. Congress is part of
the problem. The right wing promoted axing VA spending, just as they voted against extended unemployment
benefits, in the name of cutting the federal budget.
Healthcare reform took cost-control ideology to a whole new level. The Affordable Care Act
(ACA) has been transformed into its opposite by
the HMO industry which sacrifices the lives of
patients and workers alike for the sake of fiduciary health.
Where I work, at the nation’s largest HMO, we
healthcare workers are not shocked to see what has
happened at the VA. We too have seen our own corporate bureaucrats provide data which their higher-ups
want to see. Endless cadres of corporate overseers,
monitors and marketing consultants have been hired to
continued on p. 3

In the
Ukrainian cauldron
EDITORIAL

The Ukrainian cauldron is white hot and threatening to boil over:
With his June inauguration, the newest Ukrainian
oligarch head of state, billionaire candy maker President Petro Poroshenko, proclaimed the territorial integrity of Ukraine, including Russian military-occupied
Crimea, sending Ukrainian security forces to the eastern region to battle separatists.
This was followed days later by reports of Russia’s introduction of tanks, multiple rocket launchers
and other military equipment to fighters in eastern
Ukraine. There are indications that many fighters have
migrated into the east across the porous Russian border. This followed Russia’s late February military occupation of Crimea after Ukrainian President Viktor F.
Yanukovych was ousted through mass demonstrations.

U.S. AND EUROPE VIE FOR UKRAINE

Both the U.S. and Europe have worked hard to pull
Ukraine into the West’s orbit with promises of financial
assistance and with economic sanctions against Russia
after its occupation of Crimea.
In eastern Ukraine the wildcard of armed militias
and separatists, particularly in Donetsk and Luhansk,
Russian-speaking provinces of southeast Ukraine, is
being played out. Most recently, separatists shot down
a Ukrainian military plane killing 49 people on board.
These facts on the ground threaten to spin further
out of control, increasing the danger of a full regional
war in the eastern region, the possibility of dismemberment of Ukraine, and an intensification of U.S.Europe vs. Russia saber-rattling. However, these are
only the latest moments of the “pseudo-concrete”—the
false alternatives that have arisen, seeking to usurp
the movement of self-determination that was manifest
continued on p. 8
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Low-wage workers strike,
reach for a new way of life

$1

Walmart put in place a program to allow workers to
work more hours, although the company pretends that
The recent wave of strikes at Walmart and fast
it was not in response to protests.
food restaurants signals the discontent brewing among
It is no accident that this latest and most
the growing number of low-wage U.S. workers. They
successful wave of worker actions at Walmart took
give notice that the far-reaching restructuring of jobs
off in the revolutionary period opened up by Arab
that was accelerated by the Great Recession also has a
Spring. That opening coincided with a labor strike
subjective side of revolt.
by Georgia prisoners and followed by a few years
A week of strikes and demonstrations at Walmarts
the upsurge in activity by undocumented workers.
across the country peaked with events in 20 cities on
Soon came Wisconsin’s 2011 labor uprising,
June 4 alone. Chants of “Respect! Now!” joined the
with its explicit two-way road to the Egyptian
official demands of “$25,000 per year and enough hours
R e v o l u t i o n ,
to support our families”
Overpass Light Brigade
followed
by
the
and an end to retaliation
Occupy movement
against workers who
challenging
the
strike or speak up.
economic
and
WOMEN WORKERS
political dominance
IN THE LEAD
of “the 1%.”
Not long after
Striking
women
that—among
many
were at the fore in several
labor
struggles,
of the cities, countering
especially by lowWalmart’s
publicity
wage workers, who
campaign that touts
are disproportionately
“Walmart moms” who
women, people of color,
“save money, live better,”
and
undocumented
in an attempt to disguise
i m m i g ra n t s — c a m e
the giant multinational
the outpouring of fast
corporation’s rapacious
exploitation and vicious Fast food workers marching for a living wage and better working conditions in food workers, first
in New York, then
repression of workers.
Milwaukee, Wisc., on May 15.
nationally in August
Jasmine Dixon, one
and December 2013. In May 2014 over 1,000 protested
of the 800,000 women employed by Walmart, led the
at McDonald’s headquarters in the Chicago suburbs,
rally in Commerce City, Colo. Using a wheelchair due
following up a day of strikes and protests that hit 150
to complications of her pregnancy, she explained that
U.S. cities as well as fast food joints in over 30 countries.
the company refused her request for light duty, still
In the face of fast food’s preference to pay workers
demanded heavy lifting and threatened to fire her.
poverty wages, the main demands were a $15/hour
The stories pregnant workers have told of their
wage and the right to form a union without retaliation.
mistreatment forced Walmart to modify its policy this
year, but that has made little difference in practice.
CONTRADICTIONS WITHIN THE MOVEMENT
More telling is the fact that they later fired Tiffany
Those demands were not decided on by the workers
Beroid after she spoke up about how she was treated
but by public relations consultants working for the
during her pregnancy.
Service Employees International Union (SEIU), which
The latest strikes follow nationally coordinated
started and funded the Fight for 15 campaign. How that
strikes on Black Friday the last two years, plus
campaign is run shows that the contradictions workers
numerous strikes and actions at Walmart stores and
face come from within the “labor movement,” as well as
warehouses since 2011. The fact that many were led
from the companies they are fighting.
by women reinforces the message of a study released
Rank-and-file workers’ unrest is real, and the
in June by Demos, a liberal think tank, showing that
SEIU seeks to harness it at the same time they mobilize
women retail workers earn an average of $4 less per
workers. The union tries to present the appearance of a
hour than male counterparts.
worker-led movement, but insider reports reveal a topCompounding this is the fact that nearly one-third
down campaign where the real decisions are made by
of women working part-time want to work full-time.
SEIU leaders.1
Walmart, like many other companies, deliberately
It is not even clear that the SEIU is trying to unionize
keeps many workers part-time to avoid paying full-time
1. See “Fast Food Workers Betrayed by So-Called ‘Leaders,’”
benefits, and additionally assigns many of them fewer
p. 3; and “Fast Food Workers Strike: What Is and What Isn’t
hours than they want. Another trend is computerized
the Fight for Fifteen Campaign?” by Adam Weaver, http://
“just in time” scheduling that calls in workers for
machete408.wordpress.com/2013/08/29/fast-food-workersshifts at the last minute, making it impossible to plan
strike-what-is-and-what-isnt-the-fight-for-fifteen-campaign/.
childcare and other life necessities. In the past year
continued on p. 10

by Franklin Dmitryev

New imperialism founders on Iraq

by Gerry Emmett
The quick collapse of the Iraqi army and security
forces in the wake of attacks attributed to the Islamic
State of Iraq and al-Sham (ISIS) seemed to leave most
onlookers stunned. As long as the brutal nihilism of
ISIS remained a problem for Syria’s revolution and a
military and propaganda asset to the Assad regime, the
powers that be saw little point bothering with it.
That attitude suddenly changed on June 12, when
a lightning offensive saw Iraq’s second largest city,
Mosul, fall to the insurgents. The pattern extended
itself to Tikrit, farther south, then Samarra, and the
battle spread to the oil refining center of Baiji—though
government spokespeople said the refinery remained in
their control. As of this writing, the insurgency has extended to within an hour’s drive of Baghdad.
Most of this was first attributed to ISIS. The question was asked, then: Why and how could a well-armed
force of 20,000 Iraqi troops, armed and trained by the
U.S., dissolve in the face of 800 terrorists?
At the same time, Kurdish peshmerga fighters took
over security in Kirkuk—a city historically considered

their capital, disputed by Iraq’s central governments.
Forces close to Shi’a Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki
have been promoting a narrow, sectarian call to raise
Shi’a militias. All these tensions in Iraqi society have
been building for decades.

INFINITE DEGRADATION OF ‘ISIS’

ISIS may be most important as a measure of what
Marx called “the infinite degradation in which humanity exists for itself.” Its extreme brutality, its nihilism,
reflects the murderous attacks that Iraqi society has
been subjected to for decades. This includes Saddam
Hussein’s genocidal tyranny, the brutal Iran-Iraq war
which killed over a million people, the cynicism with
which the U.S. left the Iraqis to be slaughtered when
they rose against Hussein’s rule after the first Gulf War
in 1991—and the brutal and stupid U.S. occupation of
Iraq after Bush’s invasion in 2003.
Those who pointed out that the U.S. rulers would
not, could not, wage a war of liberation in Iraq were
proven correct. From leaving Saddam Hussein’s anti-labor laws in effect, to making alliances based on
continued on p. 12
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Isla Vista murders fueled by misogyny
by Terry Moon

On May 23, 22-year-old Elliot Rodger murdered six
people and injured seven more in Isla Vista, Calif., in a
rampage fueled by hatred of women—a hatred so deep
that he wanted to confine all women in concentration
camps and starve them to death while he would “oversee the entire concentration camp and gleefully watch
them all die.” He made it so clear that he was murdering people because he hated them and hated women
most of all, that when women started talking of the fear
that we live with every day there suddenly appeared
the hashtag, #NotAllMen. Perhaps this was meant
to say that not all men hate women and want to kill
them—but it also meant that
women, here read “feminists,”
blame all men for what only a
few “deranged” men do.
What followed was a new hashtag, “#YesAllWomen.” It doesn’t mean all women are raped. It means we
are all in danger of being raped; we are all in danger
of street violence perpetuated by NotAllMen; it means
that violent men, but NotAllMen, have restricted
AllWomen’sLives. And it means that NotAllMen have
not made it a priority to stop those supposedly few who
do rape, batter, demean, harass, and kill women. Those
few men, those exceptions, who rape a woman in the
U.S. every three minutes, and who beat women so frequently that battering is the major cause of women’s
injuries exceeding rapes, muggings and auto accidents
combined.

scarves from a tree. Since then, two other women in
India have been found in the same condition.
Why hang a woman you’ve raped and murdered
from a tree? Reminiscent of lynching in the U.S., was
it done for the same reason? To show off? To intimidate all women? To let the world know how proud the
murderers are for what they’ve done? To reveal their
contempt for those they’ve murdered in such a cowardly
and brutal way? They are trying to turn the bodies of
girls and women into their trophies, another notch on
their guns, a head on their wall.

When you are despised for who you are—and
women are not the only ones on
a list that includes any differently sexed person, immigrants
AS
and all minorities but especially
Blacks, people with disabilities, and that’s only in the
U.S.—then a revolution has to be more than an economic change, it even has to be more than “from each
according to his or her ability, to each according to his
or her need.” Revolution has to be so deep and total that
all human relationships are transformed. To do so, it
must be total from the start, and revolutionaries must
make clear what they are for from the start: a new society based on totally new, human relationships.
In response to all those who would say that we’ll
get to women’s liberation after the revolution, Raya
Dunayevskaya, the founder of Marxist-Humanism, responded: “Social revolution does come first, provided it
is not—indeed revolution cannot be—without Women’s
Liberation or behind women’s backs, or by using them
only as helpmates….It is precisely because Women’s
Liberationists are both revolutionary force and Reason
that they are crucial. If we are to achieve success in the
new revolutions, we have to see that the uprooting of
the old is total from the start.”
These murders, from campuses in the U.S. and
Canada to the fields in rural India, reveal what women
worldwide—#YesALLWomen—are facing: violence, intimidation, rape and fear of rape, abuse and dehumanization, and revolutions that never get around to freeing us or anyone else for that matter. It is precisely that
depth of dehumanization and the violence that accompanies it that make clear the necessity for the totality
of revolution that Marxist-Humanism calls for.

WOMENWORLDWIDE

‘Bring back our girls!’

Bob McGuire/News & Letters

Twenty-five years ago, on Dec. 6, 1989, a similar
rampage took place in Canada. This is part of what we
wrote at the time in the December 1989 issue of News
& Letters:
“The first reports of 14 women murdered at the University of Montreal in Canada have just reached us as we
go to press. They were gunned down in their engineering
classroom by a man who yelled, ‘You’re all a bunch of
fucking feminists!’ The picture in the newspaper shows a
young woman, shot in the head, lying in blood.
“Why? Not because she was a feminist. Her murderer didn’t know what she believed. Was he trying to
kill the idea of feminism—the idea that women are full
human beings, that women have the right to go to college
and to be engineers?
“These horrible murders force us to face the reality
of what it means to be a woman in this society. It is devastating. It is to be despised, it is to be reduced by antiabortion fanatics to a ‘walking womb,’ it is to be raped,
and it is to be murdered if you dare—if you dare—to try
and change what it means….”
Less than a week after the murders in Isla Vista,
on May 28 in rural Katra village in Uttar Pradesh state
in India, villagers found two girls, 12 and 14, who had
been gang-raped, strangled and then hung by their

by Artemis

Nine women in the U.S. tech industry, including
software engineers, designers, and product managers,
have signed an open letter, http://aboutfeminism.me/,
to all employees within the industry condemning the
constant micro aggressions or “death by a thousand
cuts” they experience, such as sexual harassment, condescension, and harassing emails. It was written after
a company’s CEO was caught by a security camera violently attacking his ex-girlfriend and another woman
had resigned from a different company due to sexual
harassment. The letter calls for men to listen to women
about how to combat sexism and for stronger promotion
of gender and racial diversity.
* * *
In April, feminists and pro-choice groups in El Salvador held a street demonstration and launched a campaign to Congress demanding they officially pardon 17
women who have been convicted of aggravated homicide after being treated for miscarriages at public hospitals. Abortion is completely illegal in El Salvador as
well as Nicaragua, Honduras, the Dominican Republic,
and Chile, and at least 129 women have been incarcerated in El Salvador after having miscarriages.
* * *
The Brazilian feminist think tank and blog, “Think
Olga,” has started a new project, Chega de Fui Fui
(Stop the Catcalls), in which women can add points on
a virtual map to show where they experienced sexual
harassment or violence. Categories are also available
to show where someone experienced racism, homophobia or transphobia. The group says its purpose is “not
to identify even more public and private spaces that
victims should not frequent” but to “understand the
motivation that makes things this way…With these
facts...we can also pressure governmental institutions
to look more attentively at violence against women.”
This group joins HarassMap in Egypt and Hollaback in
the U.S., Buenos Aires, and Turkey in using this tool.

Childcare NOW!

Franklin Dmitryev/News & Letters

MUST BE TOTAL FROM THE START

WOMAN REASON

THE MONTREAL MASSACRE
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Chicago—Joining actions across the U.S. over Mother’s Day weekend, several hundred people here rallied
on May 10 in support of the over 200 Nigerian girls kidnapped by terrorist group Boko Haram on April 15. At
the rally, which was overwhelmingly African-American
and Nigerian, we called for the return of the girls and
for the Nigerian government to do more for their safe
return.
Speakers included Nigerian activists Kemi Olumuyiwa and Adeyinka Dada, rally organizer Lande
Sanusi, Representatives Danny Davis and Bobby Rush
and the Reverend Jesse Jackson. Many there were
clad in red, the “Bring Back Our Girls” campaign color.
Signs spoke to Nigerian President Jonathan, urged to
do much more to rescue the kidnapped girls. One read:
“President Goodluck Jonathan, Stop Boko Haram, Protect Your Citizens!” “Bring Back Our Girls” was the
simple caption to many other signs, while others powerfully contained the names of some of the captive girls.
Speaker Lande Sanusi said, “They’re still out there
somewhere…We don’t know where…The only thing
that we know is their families miss them, we miss them
and we want them to come back home.” And speaker
Adeyinka Dada said, “We Nigerians in the diaspora, we
have to liberate our people back home.”
After the rally we marched in the Loop to Michigan Ave., chanting the names of the kidnapped girls
and “Bring back our girls.” As we gathered once again
for the closing rally at Daley Plaza, drivers passing by
honked their horns in support.
Among its objections to democracy, Boko Haram
opposes the education of girls. Amnesty International
states that they have killed about 1,500 Nigerians this
past year.
To participate in the “Bring Back Our Girls” campaign, their Facebook page or go to website http://bringbackourgirls.us.
—Elise Barclay

New York—Women and men demonstrated June 1
at the Left Forum demanding childcare. Despite being a forum for progressives, the Left Forum has never
offered childcare.

‘Generation Roe’

Generation Roe: Inside the Future of the Pro-Choice
Movement by Sarah Erdreich
This book is an excellent overview of the legal and
social threats to abortion rights today and how feminist activists, especially the younger generations, are
fighting back. It is also a good introduction for those
who don’t know how abortion became illegal and the
extreme harm that did to women. Erdreich tells how
feminist activists made it legal through the U.S. Supreme Court case of Roe v. Wade. Since that time, antiabortionists have used legislation to chop away at that
right with the ultimate goal of overturning Roe and reproductive rights in general.
Erdreich explains how each piece of legislation,
while posing as protection for women’s health, harms
the most vulnerable women—the poor, teenagers, or
women of color—and could potentially cause even more
harm to society in general.

NEW GENERATION AWAKENS TO THE FIGHT

The author interviews clinic workers and activists about the violence and harassment they face from
anti-abortionists and the ostracism they receive from
friends and family. She describes how it is becoming
increasingly difficult for medical students to receive
abortion training or even how to treat a miscarriage or
learn accurate information about forms of contraception. She also shows how the lack of positive treatment
of abortion in the movies and TV contributes to cultural
disapproval of this common procedure.
Most importantly, Erdreich focuses on how those
who have come of age thinking the issue of their reproductive freedom was long settled are being awakened
by the violence and misogyny of right-wing attacks.
She shows the new pro-choice activists’ great creativity, especially with social media and the internet, creating websites like “I’m Not Sorry,” “I am Doctor Tiller,”
and “The Abortioneers” to share personal stories about
abortions and about providing reproductive health services. These stories, she explains, are the most important factor in changing the minds of people who have
only heard anti-abortion propaganda and making them
curious about the facts.
Medical Students for Choice formed to increase the
number of abortion providers and correct the misinformation and lack of training in medical schools. When
the members of Voices for Choice call up anti-abortion
protesters to politely request that they stop harassment, 80% comply, realizing their actions now have consequences. Erdreich also shares ideas her interviewees
would like to see more widely implemented such as
individual women asking their ob/gyns if they perform
abortions and shaming them if they don’t.
Erdreich explains that this grassroots activism is
a departure from large pro-choice organizations, which
don’t allow employees creativity for fear of alienating
donors. She states these organizations have also squandered resources by a strict focus of preserving Roe.

CRITIQUE OF RELIGIOUS RIGHT IS MISSING

She touches on how the pro-choice movement is
now taking more of an intersectional approach with the
formation of SisterSong Women of Color Reproductive
Justice Collective. Male activists are also becoming involved with an understanding that women’s reproductive freedom “is a reflection of egalitarianism and freedom in general.” Having infiltrated an anti-abortion
“March for Life” and a so-called “crisis pregnancy center” (in reality an anti-abortion phony clinic), Erdreich
contrasts these to the anti-abortion mindset of leaving
reproductive decisions up to their male leaders, who
willfully have no understanding of medical reality or of
women’s individual situations.
Unfortunately, she does not use the term “religious
right” and does not seem to understand that this is a
highly organized movement with a theocratic agenda.
In spite of this major drawback in understanding
the opposition, Generation Roe is rightfully popular
with activists as a source of ideas and of inspiring hopefulness in the ability of people to become activists and
to make positive changes.
—Adele
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Fast food workers betrayed by so-called ‘leaders’

hour was used as a mobilizing tactic, as was the call for
the right to organize unions.
The actual fast food workers, who struck and
marched and fought, all thought they were fighting for a living wage and the right to organize a
union. That is why they took the risk of walking
off the job.
But the profesBernard Pollack
sional labor bureaucrats, their allies in
groups like Make
the Road Straight
and NY CommuniTHE AMAZING VANISHING
ties for Change (an
MOVEMENT
ACORN
offshoot)
However, this year, although
and the Democratthe various organizing campaigns
ic politicians just
claimed to have had strikes in 150
wanted to embarcities around the world, all I can
rass Bloomberg and
say from the New York City perany Republican who
spective is that the movement of
would try to take
last year has vanished like it nevhis place by “exposer existed. On the April 15 intering” them as heartnational day of action, there were
less monsters.
no fast food joints shut down by Richmond, Va., fast food worker strike on May 15 for higher pay and the
It was all about
workers, no marches from borough right to collective organizing.
politics. The union
to borough, and no rallies at Union
bureaucracy wantSquare. Instead, what we got was a token strike at two
ed to impress the political bureaucracy with the control
fast food places in mid-town Manhattan, close to major
it had of the workers. This year workers’ supporters
media outlets. What happened?
were not sent any e-mails about events. Communities
The truth is that the movement in New York City
for Change vanished from the political radar screen.
last year was designed to put Mayor Bloomberg in a bad
At a pre-strike rally in August, one observer noted, the
light as far as justice demands go. The call for $15 an
workers were told what to say and how to vote by the
union bureaucrats. The whole thing was a top-down
operation organized by union bureaucrats who do not
care about the interests of the workers they claim to
represent. This year the same union bureaucrats and
New York—Last year, when thousands of fast food
workers walked off their jobs defying their corporate
bosses and marched and rallied for a $15 minimum
wage and the right to organize a union, many people
who have spent their lives fighting for justice in the
workplace were excited. The strikers brought a new
spirit of joyful determination, an
attitude that if they wanted to
strike, they would strike. Their
youthful energy was seen as a
boon to a labor movement that
needed both.

WORKSHOPTALKS

continued from p. 1
keep track of computer data generated by healthcare
workers, poring and obsessing over it daily. Data production takes priority over concrete patient care itself
in the new healthcare assembly line.
Corporate has concluded from the data that
there are too many nurses, whom our HMO plans
to cut. Patient wait times are longer than ever.
Management scapegoats nurses by imposing unrealistic deadlines which nurses can’t meet due
to chronic short staffing. Nurses face perpetual
speed-up. The threat of disciplinary action motivates them to cook the data.
Management also saw fit to reduce mental healthcare staff and resources at a time when patients had
to wait months for access. Clinic receptionists have
witnessed patients canceling themselves on the day of
their procedures, once they are hit with co-pays and deductibles as high as several thousand dollars.
Management has transformed the concept of accountability to apply to abstract financial objectives
rather than to the concrete labor of providing healthcare. Many of us healthcare service workers know how
a Labor-Management Partnership (LMP) between
SEIU and Kaiser HMO has been instrumental in getting the union on board to be accountable for company
financial objectives.
The LMP is in full marketing mode to compete for
new ACA enrollments. At the same time, unions have
collaborated with management in cooking up a new attendance policy to help cut staffing by hounding workers out of their jobs.
The California Nurses Association (CNA) has
a solid record of refusing to participate in the
LMP. Nurses have been at the front lines of the
fight against attacks on healthcare access. They
protested at the grand opening of a new stateof-the-art facility even as the HMO cut staff and
increasingly shifted the costs of care to patients
themselves, while preaching “making affordability a priority.”
But lately nurses who have been active in the
struggle, like rank-and-file SEIU workers, have been
expressing increasing frustration with their own union
bureaucracy. One nurse said, “Officially, CNA is not
part of the LMP. But they are starting to act like they
are. Maybe they’re feeling the pressure to conform.
CNA reps now often don’t return our calls, taking us for
granted just like SEIU reps.”
Another nurse said, “Let’s not forget, CNA’s newest advisor is Sal Rosselli, a former SEIU official
who helped bring in the LMP.” Rosselli is now head
of NUHW (National Union of Health Workers), which
challenged SEIU, the company union, but lost in a representation election.
In this debate about various union bureaucracies,
it really doesn’t matter anymore which union is better
than another. What’s happened at the VA is nothing
new. In this kind of ideological climate, when money
is more important than human lives, you can’t expect
any bureaucracy, ANY, to be pure. They all eventually
surrender to the dominant ideology. We can no longer
rely on support from them. The only support we have
left is each other.

Which side is UAW on?

Detroit—The United Auto Workers (UAW) union
elected Dennis Williams, former UAW secretarytreasurer, as president for a four-year term during the
union’s Constitutional Convention held in Detroit on
June 4-5. Following his election, Williams pledged to
eliminate the existing two-tier wage system that pays
new hires $15.78 an hour compared to $28 an hour for
older workers doing the same job,
Williams pledged to seek wage increases for
older workers who haven’t had a raise for nine
years, although they recently did get year-end
profit-sharing bonuses. He also declared that
there would be no more of the concessions that
have plagued the union members for decades.
Cindy Estrada was re-elected Vice President, the
first woman to hold that position, She will head the
GM division, which means that she will be facing GM’s
CEO Mary Barra in contract negotiations next year.
The new head of the Chrysler department is Norwood
Jewell; while three-term Vice President Jimmy Settles
remains head of the Ford department.
The union now has about 400,000 members, compared with 1.5 million in 1979. While the UAW has had
a modest increase of 22,000 members in the past four
years, the new members have not been in auto but in
casinos, education and healthcare.
Where there have been increases in auto, they have
resulted from the union strategy of gaining vows of
neutrality from employers during unionization drives.
Even that did not always help: Volkswagen supported
the union drive at the VW plant in Chattanooga, Tenn.,
but the UAW failed to win the representation vote. Williams noted that the Volkswagen battle was not over,
but the union can’t try anything there for another year
under the terms of the failed attempt.
In his farewell speech, former UAW President Bob
King stated that the union had to continue the efforts
he had expended to develop global alliances with unions
in Europe, Latin America and Asia, and urged support
for a dues increase, which the delegates approved.
Williams, in affirming that he would be continuing King’s policies and practices, shows that
he is a product of the bureaucratization of the
union movement as it evolved from a fighting
arm of the workers to a cooperating agent of the
corporations they had once fought. This seems to
be indicated in Williams’ statement that he did
not “like confrontations.”
If Williams follows in King’s footsteps, it will mark
another four years of cooperating with management to
keep rebellious workers under control and maintaining
the exploitative and dehumanizing conditions on the
production line.
—Andy Phillips

“A subscription to News & Letters reveals
to the reader the revolutionary potential
and actuality of people fighting for freedom. The idea of freedom shines through
each page of this publication.”
Subscribe! Still only $5/year for 6 issues.
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politicians decided not to mobilize the fast food workers
in New York City.

LIKE A NO-STRIKE PLEDGE

Why? Well, we have a new mayor in office. He is a
“progressive.” He has to be “given time” to fix the gross
economic inequalities in New York City. Everybody has
to be patient. Walkouts, strikes, marches and rallies
do not fit into the picture. So this year they had to be
scrapped.
What about the workers? One day maybe their pay
will go up and maybe they can join a union, the same
type of union that betrayed them before. That is small
consolation for the sense of betrayal that many in the
fast food industry must feel as they return to a lifetime
of working in some of the most horrific and arduous
workplaces in America.
—Michael Gilbert

Detroit retirees fight
for public workers

Detroit—Intense pressure builds as 38,000 retired
Detroit City workers and other creditors approach a
July 11 voting deadline on the fate of their pensions
and healthcare benefits under the Plan of Adjustment
of the unelected Detroit Emergency Manager Kevyn
Orr to settle the city’s Chapter 9 bankruptcy filing.
The outcome of the nation’s largest municipal bankruptcy will set precedents that jeopardize the retirement benefits of every public employee in the U.S., both those already retired and
current and future workers.
While all parties admit that pension benefits
are protected under the State Constitution of Michigan, city and state leaders claim federal bankruptcy
laws trump the Constitution. Orr has forged a nonguaranteed “Grand Bargain,” with $816 million in outside funding from corporate foundations, the state, and
the city-owned Detroit Institute of Arts (DIA).
The “Bargain” would supposedly prevent the
sale of art, provide extra money to offset pension
cuts, and transfer the DIA out of city ownership.
The funding will be withdrawn if any class of
creditors rejects the Plan of Adjustment. But acceptance (“yes”) waives all retirees’ rights to pursue legal recourse—forever.
City and state leaders, including the Detroit Retired City Employees Association, the elected Pension
Board and the appointed negotiating committee (consisting of well-paid actuaries and lawyers), plus the
mainstream media warn of drastic financial costs to
retirees if they vote “no” (as one class of creditors) to
the Plan of Adjustment, but mention the loss of legal
remedy only when pressed. Retirees are suspicious of
the pressure, because the blizzard of figures thrown
at us not only change inexplicably but are estimates
at best and erroneous at worst, like the 3,200 ballots
which were withdrawn and re-issued in June.
In so-called “informational” sessions, retirees in
their 60s, 70s and 80s (many of whose jobs did not require literacy, let alone a high school education) were
treated to the complexities of the plan by these fast
talkers who couldn’t even read the confusing charts and
graphs on their own slides.
The number of angry retirees and supporters urging a “no” vote is growing. “No? Hell no!
I earned my pension and it was promised to me.
Promises were broken: not just pension benefits,
but healthcare!” “Nowhere in the plan does it say
they can’t come back and take more!” “My daughter is a New York City public school teacher; she
and her colleagues are watching us very closely.”
Interestingly, AFSCME Council 25, the largest
union among city workers, just recommended a “yes”
vote. Massive privatizing of city assets is a major component of the Plan of Adjustment, with a likely huge
loss of AFSCME’s already dwindling membership.
However, AFSCME is not releasing details of its negotiations with the Emergency Manager until June 30,
almost too late for retirees to mail ballots to the California firm the city chose to tabulate the results.
Up to now AFSCME has been almost invisible.
Why didn’t the union and other city unions fight to
support their current members? The bankruptcy plan
divides older (Medicare-eligible) retirees from younger
ones, and all of us from the active employees, who were
thrown a measly $125 a month stipend in exchange
for a frozen pension and no city-sponsored healthcare.
Where was the outreach to public employees nationwide?
“Sign away my rights for a 4.5% cut versus a
27% cut [estimated] or vote ‘no’ and live to fight another day?” asked one retiree. An 89-year-old Detroit
resident told me, “There’s no doubt you’d have been offered even worse had you not fought back.” Retirees,
city workers and supporters can still reject the plan,
object to the plan, divest from corporations poised to
take from Detroit, and protest. Contact: Moratorium NOW! <michigan.moratorium@organizerweb.org>
—Susan Van Gelder
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FROM THE WRITINGS OF

RAYADUNAYEVSKAYA
Editor’s note: On the 50th anniversary of the Free
Speech Movement, we excerpt Raya Dunayevskaya’s
analysis, first published in the Jan. and Feb. 1965
issues of News & Letters. Some language is incorporated here from a much expanded essay that was included in the pamphlet The Free Speech Movement
and the Negro Revolution.

by Raya Dunayevskaya

The Negro revolution emerged so quietly on the
American scene with the Montgomery Bus Boycott
(1955-56) that the North hardly gave it note, much
less rose up in its support. It wasn’t until 1960,
when Negro youth in Greensboro, N.C., staged a sitin at a lunch counter that the first responsive chord
was struck in the North. That same year witnessed a
mass demonstration against the House Un-American
Activities Committee in San Francisco. Thus did the
white student youth in the North find its own voice at
the same time that it helped the Negro revolution gain
momentum not only in the South, but in the North. In
the San Francisco Bay Area in particular there was,
thereafter, no activity—from the Freedom Rides in
1961 to the Mississippi Freedom Summer in 1964—in
which the student youth didn’t participate with a spirit
characteristic of youth conscious of reshaping a world
they had not made.
Thus, suddenly, a generation of new radicals was
born to replace “the silent generation” of the 1950s.
By winter that year a new form of revolt, with a new
underlying philosophy, called itself the Free Speech
Movement (FSM). To retrieve the moment of new truth,
it becomes necessary to view the FSM at that moment—
Dec. 2-3—when the student revolt culminated in a
mass sit-in.
On Dec. 2, 1964, 800 students in the Free Speech
Movement at Berkeley sat-in at Sproul Hall to protest
against the University Administration’s curtailment
of free speech and freedom of action in behalf of civil
rights and political principles.
On Dec. 3, Governor Pat Brown dispatched 643
police to eject the 800 sit-inners who, in self-defense, as
well as for their belief in non-violence, went limp. None
too gently the non-violent demonstrators were dragged
down the stairs and thrown into police patrol wagons
headed for jail. During the 12 hours of this operation,
the building was closed to the faculty. But TV coverage
of the police force’s invasion of the university grounds
and the subsequent fingerprinting and mugging of the
students as if they were common criminals, did more
to galvanize the majority of the student body to action
than all the speeches and actions of the FSM had been
able to achieve in the three months since the start of
its struggle.

STUDENTS TAKE FREEDOM INTO THEIR OWN
HANDS

The “moderates” became “leftists,” the
apolitical political, and the political students
called for a strike. On Dec. 4, 15,000 students
stayed away from classes.
This put an end to the myth, perpetrated by the
University Administration, the Governor and the press,
that “a small hard core of Leftists” (if not outright
“Communists”), who were “nonstudents” to boot—
estimated by President Clark Kerr to be no more than
“30 to 40,” and by the spokesman for the truly hard-core
minority of the faculty, Mr. Lewis S. Feuer, to be “170”—
constituted the Free Speech Movement. In truth, not
only did a majority of the vast student body now
support the FSM, but the overwhelming majority
of the faculty likewise now sprang to action of
their own in its support.
Two departments canceled classes and many
professors honored the picket lines. The chairmen of
all departments constituted themselves as a Council of
Chairmen, met with President Kerr and tried to work
out a compromise. At the same time 200 professors met
to plan strategy to present to the Academic Senate to
endorse complete political freedom and amnesty. The
Academic Freedom Committee and the Chairmen’s
Council endorsed the proposals. On Dec. 8, the
Academic Senate voted, 824 to 115, to endorse the
Resolution of the Academic Freedom Committee.
To find out how it was possible for the allegedly most
apolitical student body in the world—the American—to
open a new chapter of mass action for freedom, applying
tactics never before used in any university anywhere in
the world, it becomes necessary to trace the dialectic of
revolt from its beginning.1
1. The most objective and comprehensive Preliminary Report,
The Berkeley Free Speech Controversy, is the one issued on
Dec. 13, 1964, by A Fact-Finding Committee of Graduate
Political Scientists (Bardach, Citrin, Eisenbach, Elkins,
Ferguson, Jervis, Levine and Sniderman). Most of the
factual material in our analysis comes from that report. The
most scurrilous account is the one by Lewis S. Feuer, entitled
“Rebellion at Berkeley: The New Multiversity: Ideology and
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The Free Speech Movement

On Sept. 17, a united front of organizations as
far apart on the political and civil rights spectrum as
SNCC, CORE, SLATE, YSA, SDS, and the Du Bois
Clubs, on the one hand, and the Young Democrats,
Young Republicans, and even some Students for
Goldwater, on the other hand, united to oppose the
arbitrary Sept. 14 ruling issued by Dean Katherine
Towle which curtailed the content of, and areas for, free
speech as well as fund solicitations and recruitment by
civil rights and political organizations.

UNDER THE WHIP OF COUNTER-REVOLUTION

The University of California’s sudden “discovery”
that the area heretofore used by these organizations,
and for which city permits had been obtained, was
university property came about through the prodding
of forces outside the academic community, forces
whose only concern with education lay in the attempt
to extend McCarthyite tactics against both academic
freedom and civil rights. These reactionary forces
had, in summer, gathered in convention to capture the
presidential nomination of the Republican Party for
Goldwater. They stood aghast at the students and other
civil rights workers who were demonstrating before the
hall.
The old leaders of this new fashioned neofascistic fringe of American politics had memories
that were as long as they were abysmally deep in
the backward look. They recalled that this was
the city, and these youth the fighters against the
“open” hearings that the House Un-American
Activities Committee chose to conduct in San
Francisco in 1960, the very year in which Negro
youth began their revolution down South.
And here they were again, despite the fact that
the film made of the 1960 demonstration and police
measures against it, plus the fascistic rhetoric of radio
broadcaster Fulton Lewis Jr. extolling the forces of
“law and order and anti-Communism,” had succeeded
in forging a new brand of college conservatives—
Goldwaterites, Birchites, and even Wallace-ite racists.
At the height of their power, about to capture a major
political party, they were being challenged by a still
newer and greater national force, since the Negro
Revolution had not only extended itself from South to
North but aligned itself with new white youth....
[Dean Towle’s ruling] hit the newly returned
Mississippi Freedom Summer participants, like
Mario Savio, especially hard since they knew just
how the Southern Freedom Fighters depended
on the North for both human allies and financial
assistance. That is why the first of the 19 organizations
in the united front to staff the tables in a challenge of
the ruling were SNCC, CORE, SDS, DuBois Clubs and
SLATE, and these were the first organizations warned
by the Administration about their violations of the
arbitrary ruling. The warnings were followed by the
indefinite suspension of eight students.
The first head-on collision which imparted an
altogether new quality to the battle between students
and university administrators occurred when, once
again, an outside force entered the fray.
Fifteen minutes before a scheduled rally of students
to protest the suspensions, at 11:45 a.m. on Oct. 1, Dean
Van Houten approached the CORE table that was being
staffed by a “non-student,” Jack Weinberg (who was a
recent graduate), and attempted to have him arrested.
Spontaneously, the students moved to surround the
police car and block it from removing Weinberg. Mario
Savio, head of the Friends of SNCC, emerged as leader
Reality,” published in The New Leader, Dec. 21, 1964. All the
quotations citing Feuer come from this report.

as he addressed the crowd. The struggle now extended
to a sit-in in Sproul Hall.
The movement gained momentum and the
protest demonstration grew. Late that evening
about 100 fraternity men assembled and hurled
eggs and lighted cigarettes on the hundreds
sitting in the plaza. This violence, however, was
not answered with violence by the students
sitting-in, who maintained the highest of
disciplines—self-discipline. It was this discipline
plus the appeal of a Catholic chaplain that finally
caused the hecklers to disperse after many tense
hours.
The new momentum, plus the intervention of a
group of faculty members who convinced President
Kerr to meet with the students that afternoon, led
the following day to an agreement. This included
submitting rules to a tripartite study committee of
administration, faculty and students, submitting
suspensions to a Committee of the Academic Senate,
and taking steps to deed the free speech sidewalk to
the city. This was Oct. 2. On Oct. 3-4 the united front
of student organizations constituted itself as the
Free Speech Movement.

THE TURNING POINT

Chancellor
Strong,
without
waiting
for
recommendations from either students or faculty,
appointed 10 of the 12 men who were to serve on the
Campus Committee on Political Activity (CCPA), and
announced also that his appointed Faculty Committee
on Student Conduct, and not a Committee of the
Academic Senate, would hear the cases of the eight
suspended students....
On Nov. 20 the Regents seemed to side with
President Kerr on the question of “illegal” advocacy.
When this was followed, during the Thanksgiving
holidays, by suddenly resuming disciplinary action
against Savio and others, the gathering storm broke
loose. After a mass rally, on Dec. 2, 800 moved
into Sproul Hall for a new sit-in. The move of the
Administration to use police to settle its dispute with
the students, the intervention of the Governor, the
arrest of the student demonstrators, as we saw, brought
about the student strike, and such massive support
from the faculty, that it became the turning point for
all concerned.
Just as the faculty was propelled into the
student dispute with the Administration, so the
Civil Rights Movement found that it was by no
accident bound up with the issue of academic
freedom. The FSM itself had reached a new
stage of development, for the dialectic of revolt
is inseparable from the dialectic of ideas. All
the participants suddenly found that the whole
struggle, victory included, was but prologue to
the unfolding drama which would first reveal
differing attitudes not merely to the role of youth
in a university, but to ideas and to reality. The right
to free speech became a discussion on alienation
in society as a whole. The right to discipline
became a question of human relationships. The
dialogue on concrete questions became a search
for a total philosophy.…

ALIENATION AND FREEDOM

The trouble with the elders, even when they are for
the student revolt, is that they do not listen to the new
voices. It was ever so. The Humanism of Karl Marx was
the only vision that held as one, thought and action,
mental and manual labor. It was the only one that
continued on p. 10

The Free Speech Movement and the Negro Revolution
by Mario Savio, Eugene Walker, Raya Dunayevskaya

This classic 1965 pamphlet
• recovers a crucial link in the history of revolt
• has a critique of education that remains just as incisive today
• reveals the underlying humanist philosophy of the Black
revolution and of the Free Speech Movement
• relates the movement’s revolt against alienation to Marx’s
and Hegel’s concepts of alienation and its transcendence

includes:
Mississippi Freedom Summer, by Eugene Walker
Berkeley Fall, by Mario Savio
The Free Speech Movement and the Negro Revolution,
by Raya Dunayevskaya
Inside Sproul Hall, by Joel L. Pimsleur
The Theory of Alienation: Marx’s Debt to Hegel, by
Raya Dunayevskaya
...and more! Order for $10 + $2 postage from News & Letters.
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The Left agenda at the Maidan and after

there were lectures and socially relevant films.
by Kirill Buketov
On April 12, 2014, Kiev hosted a conference The
THE SPIRIT OF FREEDOM
Left and the Maidan which brought together activists
Maidan was left-wing in spirit. It was driven
from anarchist, socialist and communist organisations
by protest against corruption and tyranny, humilthat had been involved in the Maidan movement in late
iation and depression, by masses of people who
2013–early 2014. The initiative to hold the conference
felt their dignity had been offended by their rulcame from the Left Opposition organisation, the Centre
ers’ lies and who suddenly became aware of themfor Societal Studies, the Centre for Social and Labour
selves as a single nation. It was the emerging proResearch, and the social critique magazine Спільне
test against their personal enslavement and the
(The Commons), and was supported by the Rosa Luxemaspiration to be free that was bringing more peoburg Foundation. The conferple into the Square.
ence provided an opportunity
The Maidan used
for left-wing political activmethods we consider our
ists to take stock of their parown: direct participation,
ticipation in the mass moveself-organisation, direct
ment, analyze the mistakes
actions, rejection of leadthey had made, and discuss
ers, and a resounding
possible further actions.
NO to the steering and
The large number of parpace-setting role of participating activists who repties. “The Maidan led to
resent the various political
the toppling of tyranny
groups and initiatives evolvand triggered developing as a part of the Maidan
ment of direct participamovement is clear evidence
tion and self-governance,
against the alleged absence
which, in essence, is the
of the Left in the Maidan The top banner reads, “For free healthcare and education,” the lower socialist way” (Alexey
movement. The discussion right banner “Change the system, not the ass in the chair.”
Simvolokov of the Mawas centered on why the Left
chine-builders’
Union,
failed to take an organisational form and become as visDnepropetrovsk).
ible a factor of the Maidan as the right.*
“Self-organisation sent mediators, both State and
political
ones, packing. They were rejected. Giving meTHE LEFT MAIDAN: THE BEGINNING
diators the sack was pushing the masses to the Left,
The Maidan movement started as a protest against
towards society’s greater control over political instituthe refusal to sign the EU Association Agreement. It
tions and the State” (Nadezhda Shevchenko). The towas transformed into a movement against the deceittalitarian Left who were used to leading did not benefit
ful and corrupt nature of those in power, against police
from the mediators’ sacking; the Communist parties
violence and attempts to impose anti-democratic laws.
used their mass publications to discredit the Maidan,
At the initial stage, Left activists saw the European inwhile some rushed off to create and support “Antitegration slogans as alien to them, and limited their
Maidans” in the southeast of the country.
involvement to infrequent small-scale actions.
One conference participant titled his presentation
When the authorities resorted to violence and
The Maidan as a Triumph against Communism, interblood was spilt, the square became a gathering place for
preting “communism” in Stalinist terms. This resulted
those who opposed tyranny. At that moment the Left’s
in a big discussion. One can argue about nuances, but
attitude changed. “Before we’d been doing some circle
walking onto the Maidan carrying a portrait of Stalin
work to educate and enlighten people, but we had no
was not only senseless but also unsafe. The same apexperience taking part in a mass movement and proplied to carrying a portrait of Hitler. The Maidan had
test actions” (Nina Potarskaya of the Women’s Squadno room for symbols of tyrannies and despotic dictators.
ron [Hundred]).
The public context was changing with breathtaking
THE LEFT MAIDAN
speed. A general anti-fascist action in Kiev was schedThose who joined the Maidan protests represented
uled for Jan. 19, to commemorate Stanislav Markelov
anti-authoritarian, democratic Left groups. “We had
and Anastasia Baburova, who were killed in Moscow
to be there; indeed, this protest is the result of social
in 2009. On that day the police brutally beat up proproblems” (Vladimir Chemeris of the Public Council of
testors, which brought more and more people out into
the Maidan). “From the very beginning the Maidan had
the streets. It would have been unnatural for the Left
the support of the free trade unions affiliated with the
to stay away from a movement against police violence.
KVPU (Confederation of Free Trade Unions of Ukraine).
“Combat actions began, and we had to change the forTrade unions are the foundation, the first stage of the
mat of our activities; indeed, it would be unthinkable to
working class self-organisation, and we, machine-buildjust hop around the Square taking pictures with your
ers of Dnepropetrovsk, perceived the Maidan as, first,
camera when wounded people fell all around you, peoa social protest, but later it was the whole country takple who needed help” (Nina Potarskaya).
ing on tyranny. The workers who came with us quickly
became politicized” (Alexey Simvolokov).
CONTENT AND FORM
The Left in the Maidan developed their own initiaThe Maidan was a broad democratic movement
tives. Left Opposition activists were agitating under a
directed against the corrupt Yanukovych regime. If we
red banner and later prepared a 10-point list of social
trust the polls, 93% of the Maidan participants were
changes based on Lenin’s April Theses and provisions
apolitical. Only 7% had belonged to a political group.
of Trotsky’s Transitional Programme. “The document
Among those 7%, socialists had their niche.
was distributed in Ukrainian in the Ukrainian House
In this broad mass movement, each of its political
and was approved as a programme in line with the inwings had a chance act in their own way. Having joined
terests of the Ukrainian people” (Zakhar Popovich of
the Maidan later than others, the Ukrainian Left were
The Left Opposition).
in a weaker position than their opponents from the
“The Women’s Squadron (Жiноча сотня) criticised
right. At the same time, unlike, for instance, the Russexism in the Maidan and agitated against right-wing
sian Left who have been in an open street conflict with
ideology” (Nina Potarskaya).
right extremists and set up self-defense structures,
“The Students’ Assembly opened in the Ukrainian
Ukrainian socialists were unprepared to oppose blatant
House on Jan. 28 and its contents were absolutely Leftaggression and the organised violence of the right.
wing. The Assembly coordinated students’ and youth
This forced the Left Maidan to adopt the general
initiatives, drafted the programme for a Free Univerdemocratic processes of active agitation within the
sity, organised protests, and recruited volunteers to
broad civil movement. “The important thing was to get
medical aid teams in the Maidan” (Nina Khodorivska
our message across rather than identify oneself [as the
of the Students’ Assembly).
Left]” (Irina Kogut of Hospital Watch). “Proclaiming
One of the most important projects of the Maidan
oneself openly as ‘left-wing’ would only serve to provoke
Left
was Hospital Watch. “It was an anti-police project
violence from the organised right-wing groups, making
rather than just a humanitarian one” (Irina Kogut).
it impossible to do one’s work” (Nina Potarskaya).
There was a need to protect the wounded and those who
“We made an attempt to announce the formation
suffered from police violence. Yanukovych’s police were
of the Anarchist Squadron, but 70 uniformed nationalseeking such people in the hospitals and their protecists turned up at the meeting and we had to fold and
tion became a political issue; the idea was to give people
start working within the Students’ Assembly” (Bogdan
experience of resistance to police brutality and to the
Biletskyi of Direct Action). Yet the Assembly was fully
State. The initiative involved around 25 activists, all of
controlled by the anarchist students’ union Direct Acthem leftists who carried out anti-governmental agitation, and all of the Assembly’s slogans were social ones.
tion in dozens of Kiev hospitals. Every day the HospiSocialist agitation was under way at the Assembly, and
tal Watch was joined by over a hundred volunteers who
* These are the notes on the conference The Left and the
were constantly replacing each other.
Maidan. The conference heard different, often quite opposite, opinions. The text does not presume to fully cover the
conference discussions; rather, they are the author’s subjective conclusions. All quotes are from memory. The author
apologizes for the impossibility to verify the exact wording
of the statements. Translated by Eugene Kuprin. Original
published by Left Opposition http://gaslo.info/?p=5181

IDEAS AND SELF-IDENTIFICATION

The main task for the Left in the Maidan was to introduce socialist ideas into the movement. Now we find
ourselves bombarded with criticisms and accusations
that the Maidan Left have contributed to the right-

wing provisional government’s ascent to power. This
is wrong. The Maidan as a phenomenal, broad, mass
movement should not be associated with the new Ukrainian government, professional politicians or their individual parties. Whatever the outcome of the Maidan,
there would not be any Left in any government. Any
Ukrainian government would be a right-wing one.
The Left did not work in the Maidan for the sake of
oligarchs. They did all they could to involve as many
people as possible in various anti-authoritarian public organisations, promoting a critical attitude to the
fascism, homophobia, and sexism, as well as to liberal
economic programmes. “About half of the Maidan Left
were anarchists who never seek government power or
authority. We simply work towards the development
of non-governmental institutions as an alternative to
the State” (Nina Khodorivska, Irina Kogut). Results of
this work will surely manifest themselves in the future.

HISTORICAL RESPONSIBILITY OF THE LEFT:
WHERE HAVE WE FAILED?

It is evident that the Maidan became a real challenge to the Ukrainian Left. Never in the past has the
country experienced such an upsurge of people’s activism resulting from the need to defend their freedoms
in the face of the government’s armed aggression. The
situation was changing by the minute, there was no
time to discuss strategies and tactics, everyone just did
what he or she believed was required. Today, one can
critically look back, analyze what did not work in order
to better prepare for new mass manifestations.
The weakness of the Maidan was the insufficient
involvement of trade unions and the working class.
Only 5-7% of all Maidan participants could be categorized as workers, which, come to think of it, is natural:
participation in a public protest is extremely complicated for workers. “Workers work, they cannot afford to
stop working and risk losing even that meager income
for their families” (Yurii Samoilov of the Coal Miners’
Squadron [Hundred]).
So, it is quite logical that the bulk of the protesters were students, pensioners, office clerks, civil servants, small entrepreneurs, etc. Furthermore, none of
the Kiev Left agitated in workplaces or bridged the protests and the workers. The free trade unions’ call for a
general political strike just hung in midair.
Despite the large number of the Left involved in the
Maidan, there was practically no coordination. Having
joined the protests later, the Left rushed into the thick
of it and did not have time to create their own organisational structures, unlike the right-wing. “The lack of
coordination among the Left initiatives—the groups of
Marxists, social-democrats, and anarchists—was a big
problem” (Bogdan Biletskyi).
The third area has to do with soaring separatist
actions in southeastern Ukraine. Since protest movements in all regions were based on popular dissatisfaction with the corrupt regime of Yanukovych and the deterioration of people’s social situation, and Yanukovych
was equally hated in the Crimea and in the Volhynia,
the Left were in a position to formulate a programme
of a people-friendly social order that could enjoy equal
demand and support throughout Ukraine.
The Maidan was focused on national and democratic identity rather than social justice. “The Crimean
Maidan should have talked to the Crimeans in the language they could understand” (Alexey Arunyan of the
Crimean Maidan). The lack of loudly proclaimed social
demands that could unite the country’s East and West
contributed to the annexation of Crimea and the emergence of “anti-Maidans.”

WHAT IS NEXT?

It is imperative for the Left to create a Left-wing
political project so they can oppose the right-wingers
now in power and the growth of Ukrainian chauvinism. “We must clearly formulate our position vis-à-vis
right-wingers and completely dissociate ourselves from
them” (Nadezhda Shevchenko). That is needed to preserve and defend the democratic values of the Maidan, the freedoms that are already being suppressed
by the new authorities. “The Maidan quiets down, yet
the anti-oligarchic idea has not taken root and people
are force-fed entirely different meanings of the events”
(Igor Panyuta). “In fact, the new Government itself is
the notorious ‘anti-Maidan’” (Alexey Simvolokov).
The struggle must continue under social slogans.
Popular indignation is already on the rise due to the
dramatic deterioration of the social situation. We see
spontaneous pickets flaring up at bus stops against
fare rises. There will be more of such protests and they
will grow into a mass social movement. Our programme
should not be about changing one President for another
but rather changing the whole system of social and economic relations in Ukraine.
Internationalism should underpin all our actions.
We must agitate against war, formulating this as the
most urgent task for the working class of Ukraine and
Russia.
Kiev-Munich-Geneva
To see this article in its entirety go to our website:
www.newsandletters.org
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RESPONSES TO MARXIST-HUMANIST PERSPECTIVES
The Marxist-Humanist Perspectives
(N&L, May-June 2014) give a critical
assessment of the polarization between
the oppressive forces of capital’s social
relations
and
humanity’s
efforts
to realize human dignity. It shows
humans are not just passive victims of
capital. First negation is present—what
human beings are against—and second
negation—what human beings are for.
The mental sediments constitute an
emergence of self-organization that
bears the fruits of new social relations
that can serve as the foundations of a
new society. The political and economic
degeneracy of capital has forced to the
surface a broad-ranging discontent that
cannot be assuaged by pompous rhetoric.
As the late great Gil Scott-Heron used to
sing, “…people are in the street looking
for a brighter day.” Will the masses in
motion reach a level of cognition that
allows them to grasp the significance of
Karl Marx’s concept of the permanence
of revolution?		
Prisoner
Pelican Bay, Calif.
***
This was my first
Convention of News and
Letters Committees. All
the talks and discussions
were clear, to the point, and
serious about concretizing
the philosophy of Hegel
and Marx in the reality of revolution
and counter-revolution. People are
serious about participating in the
struggles for freedom and the battle
of ideas, from the Pelican Bay SHU to
Syria to Ukraine, and are putting their
bodies on the line. Growth is slow, but
steady. People are finding in News
and Letters and Marxism-Humanism
a revolutionary alternative to the
chaos of capitalist civilization and the
ideological bankruptcy of much of the
Left. News and Letters Committees is
united on political, philosophical, and
organizational matters.
Michael Gilbert
New York
***
Vladimir
Putin’s
watershed
comment in 2005 was, “The breakup
of the USSR was one of our greatest
disasters.” The U.S. and NATO spoke
of the “peace dividend” but behave in
every other way like the cold warriors
of yesteryear. Putin’s military foray into
the Crimea is a display of aggression out
of a position of weakness and decay. To
drum up domestic support, Putin chooses
to revive Stalin-era patriotic slogans
and icons. He’s failed to recognize that
the Russian youth may be more in tune
with Tahrir Square and Pussy Riot.
Healthcare worker
California
***
The CIA-orchestrated overthrow of
the elected representational government
of Ukraine—a government no more
or less corrupt than the occupation
government elected here in America
in an election that was no more or less
corrupt than Ukraine’s—has succeeded

in installing the fascist Svoboda and
Right Sector in power. Like the soidisant revolt in Venezuela, I think the
“revolt” in Ukraine is essentially a CIAorchestrated coup using neo-Nazi, rightwing forces in order to disrupt markets—
in this case, the flow of Russian gas
and oil to markets in Western Europe.
Like in Iraq, it’s only necessary to
disrupt the flow of oil in order to drive
up the price, reap massive profits and
open up access to new markets. It’s no
surprise this is happening in Ukraine
now, when the U.S. has such a glut of
natural gas and oil that there is little
or no return on Big Oil’s investment to
be had from domestic sales. Thanks for
an informative newspaper, albeit one I
don’t always agree with.
Rand Gould
Lapeer, Mich.
***
A clear view of events in Ukraine
requires focusing on the struggles
from below that pushed out President
Yanukovych. A great swath of the Left
has terminally confused itself by taking
Putin’s ground and subsuming those
struggles under the new
Kiev government, or even
just the right-wing parties
in it. Most European far
right groups dropped their
links with the far right
Ukrainian nationalists and
got in bed with the anti-Maidan, not to
mention with Putin, who is also adored
by the U.S. far right. Amazingly, the
pro-Putin, Stalin-celebrating revolts in
the east, under anti-Semitic leadership
and collaborating with the repressive
special police, have been declared
representative of the working class, or
even the seeds of socialist revolution.
What the real revolutionary Left in both
Ukraine and Russia points out is the
need for revolutionary internationalist
movements of the working class in both
countries.
Franklin Dmitryev
Chicago
***
Gerry Emmett says that Bashar
al-Assad was guilty of gassing Syrian
civilians. The inspection team said
that he was capable of so doing, but
there is no sure evidence that it was
his government’s action. The opposition
forces could have been supplied with
such weaponry by the CIA, MI6, or
Saudi agencies, or it could have been
Mossad’s doing. Would it not have
been appropriate to convey that doubt?
Assad is a vile despot, but by no means
unique. The opposition is dominated
by al-Qaeda, the allegedly democratic
remnant is dependent on Western
powers for its arms, and a sizable
chunk of it looks to the Saudi monarchy
for leadership. There are genuine
rebels trying to survive between these
monsters, but given that Western
conservative politicians are eager to
acclaim this particular revolution, one
must assume that there is quite a lot
wrong with it.		
Laurens Otter
Britain

WAR ON DETROIT, WAR ON THE WORKING CLASS
I think this “Grand Bargain” that
the Detroit Emergency Manager cooked
up is some kind of setup. If you read
the section on the Detroit Institute of
Arts, it seems that if anyone doesn’t do
what is planned, the deal is off.
The group that checks it is all the
same people, so they have set it up to
fail and not pay. Like if the city with
“Mayor” Duggan doesn’t do what it’s
supposed to, then the funding parties—
people like Dan Gilbert’s minions at
the
Community
Foundation—can
decide not to pay.
If you fill in the parties in the plan
with the actual people, they are all on
the same side. It is a little beyond my
financial level to really see through it
clearly, I just know it’s like a house of
cards set up to raid your fund.
Mad as hell
Detroit

***

Detroit in the 1950s and 1960s
was a good place to grow up. We were a
major producer of cars and other goods
for the U.S. and the world. But from
1980, when Ronald Reagan fired the
PATCO (air traffic controllers) workers
and broke their union, capitalism found
another way to do it—globalization.
PTB
Detroit
***
We need the $15 hourly minimum
wage! When people go on strike against
McDonald’s or Walmart, they are literally in a fight for life. Poverty doesn’t
always kill in a hail of bullets. Sometimes poverty kills slowly as stress and
worry wear down a person’s immune
system, inviting multiple health problems that overwhelm the body and our
inadequate public health system.
Activist
Chicago
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***
The voices of actual Syrian revolutionaries were a powerful part of
the Perspectives. Presenting what you
called “the absolute reality of the idea
of freedom as it is born in the heart of
struggle” gave a totally different ground
from that section of
the Left shackled
to ideology so overwhelmed by opposition to U.S. imperialism as to lose sight
of the actual human
forces. When revolution shakes up the old
categories of thought,
we must not let petrified thinking trap us.
Revolutionary
Midwest
***
Regarding the Perspectives of 20142015, the dialectic, the theories, the idea,
is something that we can read about time
and again through the archives of N&L
and today in Ukraine, Egypt, Libya,
Afghanistan, Syria and in the U.S. We
are seeing revolutions in practice that are
definitive as to the theoretical promise
that News and Letters Committees has
defined for over half a century. The
greatest revolutionary weapon is not a
weapon in the traditional sense. Bullets
can kill people; a prison can keep a
person’s body confined; but neither of
those things can destroy or negate “the
idea,” “the belief,” “the commitment,”
the meaning of our ideas, practices,
theories, and the dialectic. As MarxistHumanists, our goal is to capture the
meaning of revolutionary permanence,
not only here but throughout the world.
Information is power, and power creates
change.		
Robert Taliaferro
Black River Falls, Wisc.

•

U.S. ISLAND COLONIES

We’ve recently launched a series
of Public Service Announcements
as part of our efforts to inform our
community about the potential impacts
of the proposed military buildup where
approximately 4,000 acres of our land
and sea are at risk of being taken
for use as an enormous firing range
complex. According to the Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement, at
the selected site, more than 6.7 million
bullets will be fired every year. These
bullets will disturb pristine coastline,
cultural sites and critical recovery
habitat. We can’t stop this without
your help. Watch the LITEKYAN video
http://youtu.be/p9_fNHQKDYU; share
the video via social networks; make a
donation at http://www.weareguahan.
com/your-support/ to help us purchase
additional airtime on local channels.
We Are Guåhan
Guam
***
In Mid-Manhattan on Puerto Rican
Day, symbols of Puerto Rican pride were
everywhere. Clearly, there’s a great
deal of cultural pride among the Puerto
Ricans in the states. The tragedy is that
this pride has not been transformed into
a struggle for total freedom and selfdetermination. Puerto Rico is a nation
in chains occupied by a foreign power,
the U.S. From where I stand, it is no
longer enough to say “Viva Puerto Rico.”
The battle cry must be “Viva Puerto Rico
Libre!” Independentista!
Supporter of Puerto Rican liberty
New York

•

HUMANITY IN PRISON

We truly live in a different epoch
when tortured prisoners reach out
to the world by saying “keep your

damn meal,” in order to assert their
humanity in relation to each other and
to their guards for whom they are not
individuals or human, but only either
gang members or snitches. This is a
lot more profound than any in-depth
exposé of the phenomenon of the prison
industrial complex. Frontline’s recent
“Solitary Nation,” on the routineness of
our prison torture system, showed the
prisoners as victims, many driven to
madness and to do anything, to go to any
extreme of self-harm, to get reconnected
to another human being. All the more
remarkable is the multi-racial group,
many of whom I met at Pelican Bay,
asserting their humanity against this
whole system.
Ron Kelch
Oakland, Calif.

•

RACISM AND POLICE POWER

New York City just made a $40 million settlement with the five Black men
who, as teenagers, were falsely convicted in the 1989 “Central Park Jogger”
rape case. Mayor de Blasio pictured it
as “righting this injustice.” But the fact
that the five were exonerated does not
negate the injustice. Not only did they
collectively spend 40 years in prison, but
the cops, prosecutors, and media went
scot-free after faking this case and using it to whip up racist hysteria over
“wilding” that helped put in place a generation of racist brutality, of which “stop
and frisk” was only part. True justice requires tearing up the roots of this racistto-the-core society.
Anti-racist activist
Illinois

•

CELIA OTTER

Celia Otter died
on 1 Jan. 2014. We
remember
Celia
as
a
thoughtful,
active woman who
always spoke her
mind.
Throughout
her life, graciously,
intelligently, she insisted on speaking
truth to power! She had been a
lifelong peace activist, anarchist, antivivisectionist and humanitarian.
In the late 1950s and early 1960s,
Celia Otter was active in the Ban the
Bomb Movement in Britain, taking
part in the civil disobedience campaigns
against nuclear weapons. She was
arrested at Holy Lock during the direct
actions there and was also arrested
and imprisoned during other protests
and sit-downs of the Committee of 100.
Indeed, Celia and her husband Laurens
Otter spent their “honeymoon” in
separate prisons.
Celia Otter was a founding member
of the Committee of 100, the Anarchist
Federation of Britain, and the Northern
Anarchist Network. She was also a
member of the Syndicalist Workers’
Federation. Celia was also one of the
founders of the Animal Liberation
Movement in Britain.
For many years Celia worked as
head teacher for a school of maladjusted
children. She was known throughout
Shropshire as the only “head” who
refused to exclude ANY child from the
school.
For the anarcho-syndicalist Brian
Bamford’s eulogy for Celia Otter and his
description of the funeral, go to http://
northernvoicesmag.blogspot.com/. For
additional information, see the book
Serious Politics Begins With The Bomb
by Laurens Otter, published in 1985
by Wrekin Libertarians. Copies are
available from us.
Syndicalist Action Network
323 Fourth Street, Cloquet, MN 55720-2051
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UNCHAINING THE DIALECTIC

Raya
Dunayevskaya’s
1953
breakthrough on Hegel’s Absolute Idea
enabled her to illuminate a path not
traveled by previous generations of
revolutionaries. She is quite emphatic in
raising the importance of “Unchaining
the Revolutionary Dialectic” (May-June
2014 N&L), and capturing what Marx’s
critique of the Hegelian dialectic meant:
an extension of the dialectic in terms of
the unification of thought and reality. In
other words, thought not as a disembodied
process, but as the internal reflection
engendered by man’s engagement with
external reality. Thus, human beings
in their complete awareness of the fact
that it is the consciousness of human
beings that is uniquely responsible for
shaping reality. Human beings duly
armed with such an awareness of their
own potentiality could finally throw off
the mental shackles that bind them to
the dead-end decadence of bourgeois
electoral democracy. If we are ever to get
to a new society, transcending capital
relations will entail the process of a
new humanism reflected in a ceaseless
correlation of thought and reality.
Faruq
Represa, Calif.
***
Raya Dunayevskaya wrote: “not
even Absolute as combining theory and
practice, i.e., as a totality, really answered
the task. The task first begins, or to put
it the way we expressed it in Chapter 1
of Philosophy and Revolution: It is Absolute
Idea as New Beginning.” All of this is
really “who we are and what we stand
for,” and must be projected concretely to
everyone we meet.
Susan Van Gelder
Detroit
***
We all live in our own particular
realities of politico-economic and sociocultural environment, and we all read
the same Das Kapital of Karl Marx.
Humanity likes to read and interpret
theories and practices to suit one’s
needs. But in reading the truth of things
around us, the dialectics of the subjects
of revolution, the one who needs and will
eventually contribute to the new humanism that Marx taught us resides in
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each one of us. Comrade Dunayevskaya
has that highest honor of honing again
all our previously established theories
of change closer to that dialectical truth
of appreciating things and being part of
it. In this time of imperialist globalization of hunger and injustices, we in the
Philippines stand fast to that liberating praxis of philosophy and revolution
where all of us struggle closer to the
freedom of humanity.
Correspondent
Cainta, the Philippines

•

CAPITAL AND NATURE

It is bad enough that the Navaho
Power Plant was given the name of Navaho against the wishes of the Tribe.
Then it was allowed to be filthy because
it is out in
the desert
and
“nobody lives
there”—
except saguaro cactus, which
it is killing, and other desert creatures
that King Coal never heard of, and, of
course, Indians. For its entire existence
the plant has been destroying one of the
greatest sources of earth’s history, the
Grand Canyon. What are we thinking to
allow oligarchs to destroy our heritage
and the earth this way?
January
Chicago
***
Recently I traveled from New York
to Chicago in a train that arrived five
hours late. Another person who came
from the West Coast said that his train
was nine hours late. Why? The truth,
the train crew said, is that our trains
had to stop to let freight trains go by. In
the federal rail system, freight traffic,
that is commodities, has a priority over
human traffic, that is people.
This reminds me of what Marx
wrote in Capital: dead capital (things
or commodities) always has a superior
position in the capitalist mode of
production over living capital (people).
Former train rider
New York
***

Tokyo Electric Power Company
asked to keep dumping radioactive water into the ocean from the meltdown
of the Fukushima reactor. This is three
years after the meltdown! And they don’t
want to stop nuclear reactor production.
It’s madness!
Basho
Los Angeles

•

GLOBALIZATION IN PHILIPPINES

If there are families and children
who lack food, it is an inhuman society
and justifies social struggles for human
freedom and revolution on the part of
the poor and oppressed to put an end
to this capitalist greed and madness
and chart their own destinies for a more
humane society. This is the state of the
Philippine economy in the midst of globalization. Foreign and local big capitalist corporations maintain cheap-labor
policies resulting in barely minimum
wages—stripped of job security and benefits—job contractualization, underemployment and unemployment.
Karlo Francisco
The Philippines

•

VOICES FROM BEHIND THE BARS

Prisons are often test beds of the
instruments of government abuses
prior to them being used in the community at large. From testing the limits of
subtle or open racism, to testing what
techniques can best be used to “legally”
break a person’s mind, prisons reflect
society at large, especially in the way
that the prison industrial complex conducts its business.
Prisoner
Black River Falls, Wisc.
***
In this Texas-style slave labor concentration camp, the amount of food
each prisoner is given was cut. Whether
this is to force an increase in prisoners’
purchases from the commissary, I do not
know. What I do know is that prisoners
who are indigent are getting thinner and
starting to get that “look” about them
that I always saw in Central America
in the faces of poor kids. I have been
noticing more and more prisoners with
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sores and red
splotches on
their
arms,
legs and faces,
and
anyone
who gets a
scratch, nick,
a cut, talks
about it taking a very long time to heal, if it does at
all. I am not a doctor, but I believe I am
seeing mass malnutrition and borderline scurvy.
Man in a Cage
Amarillo, Texas
***
I had to neglect my correspondence
to my friends and comrades in N&L due
to illness. I have sued the prison system and am trying to force the district
court to issue an order directing prison
officials to correct my condition through
surgery. As soon as I am able I can have
my relatives or friends send you some
money for a regular subscription and
for Marxism and Freedom, which I have
never read. After all, I owe my re-education to my comrades at N&L, for which I
am deeply grateful and hopefully in the
near future we can continue the necessary correspondence.
Prisoner
Terre Haute, Ind.
***
I am a Gay communist prison inmate. I really love to read N&L newspaper. I do appreciate the fact that your
organization has provided a nice donor
in order for me to receive this excellent
newspaper.
Prisoner
Brunswick, N.C.
***
I truly enjoy N&L. It’s nice to know
that people care what us prisoners
think. It’s rare that women lifers get to
voice our opinions. Thank you on behalf
of us knowing we can always count on
you.
Prisoner
Corona, Calif.
TO OUR READERS: Can you donate $5, the price of a subscription,
for a prisoner who cannot pay for
one? It will be shared with many
others. A donation of $8 pays for a
subscription plus the Pelican Bay
Hunger Strike pamphlet to be sent
to a prisoner.

Write, sell, be a bundle dealer for NEWS & LETTERS
Every page of News & Letters is meant to be part
of an ongoing discussion about freedom with you, our
readers. If you have a story to tell about your work,
about demonstrations happening where you live, about
an article you’ve read in this paper, send it to News &
Letters, 228 S. Wabash Ave., #230, Chicago, IL, 60604,
or email it to us at arise@newsandletters.org.
We are an organization as well as a paper. You can
see Who We Are and What We Stand For on page 12. All
our locals have open meetings that you are welcome to
attend. You can find a directory of where we have Locals on page 9. We have meetings on the events of the
day and never separate the discussion of those events
from what is happening in ideas and philosophy.
You can sell News & Letters at your newsstand,
bookstore, at demonstrations and other venues by becoming a bundle dealer. We will send you bulk orders
of five or more copies for 25 cents each. Help change
the world and spread the word by distributing the only
Marxist-Humanist paper in the world.

News & Letters exists to unite the voices of protest
from below with the clear message of a philosophy of
revolution. This newspaper is your newspaper; these
pages are your pages. We aim to present your voice and

the voices of others the world over who are struggling
for freedom. Send us your articles, letters, essays,
photographs, and poetry.
News and Letters
Committees stands
with those who
are working to
transform
this
rotten capitalist,
racist,
sexist,
homophobic,
imperialistic
reality
into
something very
different: a new
world based on
new
human
relationships.
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No rehabilitation

Oakland, Calif.—On June 14 Critical Resistance
(CR), an organization working for the abolition of the
prison system, held a community forum on California
Department of Corrections and rehabilitation (CDCr).
(Prisoners refuse to capitalize the “R” because there is
no “rehabilitation.”)
The forum took up new proposed regulations to censor “obscene materials,” which includes “publications
that indicate an association with groups that are op-
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VOICES FROM THE INSIDE OUT
by Robert Taliaferro

Race has always been at the forefront of this nation
since its founding. It seems ironic that the generation
that produced the country’s first Black president is also
the generation that is seeing the advances made in civil
rights during the last century fade away.
Nowhere is racism more singularly applied than in
the numbers of people of color who are confined: about
two-thirds of the 2.3 million people currently confined
in the U.S. are people of color.

THE SHAME OF WISCONSIN

Art by Michael Russell, Pelican Bay SHU

positional to authority and society.” Over 30 attended,
including those from a broad spectrum of groups from
LGBT liberation and CR’s Abolitionist to Prison Hunger Strike Solidarity and News & Letters, all of whom
said this would shut down access to a substantial part
of their readership because prisoners are some of today’s most engaged political and philosophic thinkers.
CDCr is out to retaliate against prisoners whose
hunger strikes awakened the world to the systematic
torture going on in U.S. prisons—the pervasive and arbitrary use of indefinite solitary confinement in Security Housing Units (SHUs). What prison officials sense
is that prisoners’ ideas, their free speech and non-violent action, have revealed a power greater than their
walls. These ideas are greater than a capitalist ideology
of total control over its growing unemployed and poor,
warehoused in prisons on a scale that, by any measure
on the international scene, has been judged “obscene.”
Steve, a former SHU prisoner, spoke on how we are
now in the early stages of a new Civil Rights Movement
centered in the SHU where the authorities’ brutal
reaction is akin to what faced the Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s. Prisoners struggling for the basic
right to speak are confronting the truth: capitalist
high-sounding rhetoric about “free speech” only applies
when it has no consequences. That was the sentiment
Mario Savio expressed at the birth of the Free Speech
Movement 50 years ago when students fought to share
their experiences fighting for civil rights in the South.
(See “Free Speech Movement,” p. 4.)
Steve said, the CDCr is looking for new power because the multi-racial prisoner movement for human
rights and their “Agreement to End Hostilities” is undermining CDCr’s arbitrary use of gang validation to
torture and set prisoners against each other. A spokesperson from Abolitionist said what CDCr wants to shut
down is the empowerment prisoners feel from getting
their views out and that the new proposed arbitrary
and ambiguous regulations are trying to make people
feel like they are alone.
We can’t let that happen. At stake is not only a
question of rights but basic human solidarity against
capitalism’s inhumanity.
—Ron Kelch

HANDICAPTHIS!
by Suzanne Rose

The government of the United Kingdom has contracted the health division of a company called ATOS,
located in Euston, England, as part of its extensive welfare reforms. ATOS assesses claimants on their level of
disability and ability to work for disability allowance.
Members of WinVisible, based in a Women’s Center
in Kentish Town, protested with others from across
London outside the headquarters of the multinational ATOS company. The protesters claim the company
is profiteering from people with disabilities and that
thousands of disabled people have died after having
their benefits stopped due to the introduction of the socalled “welfare reforms.”
* * *
The U.S. Supreme Court is expected to decide
soon a case, Harris V. Quinn, challenging the Illinois
homecare system. A brief by disability rights organizations argues that the independence and freedom from
institutionalization that people with disabilities have
achieved in Illinois relies on a key feature of the system at issue before the court. Currently, employees are
hired by the individual consumer, but terms and conditions of employment are decided via collective bargaining with the homecare workers’ representatives. If the
Supreme Court restricts the ability of homecare workers to engage in collective bargaining, the ruling would
risk the significant gains made for people with disabilities and the elderly nationwide.

According to an April 2013 report by the University
of Wisconsin Milwaukee, “Wisconsin’s Mass Incarceration of African American Males: Workforce Challenges
for 2013,” Wisconsin incarcerates Black men at a larger
percentage than any state in the country: nearly 7 percentage points more than the national average, and
nearly 3 percentage points more than its nearest rival,
Oklahoma.
This is an issue that was supposed to have been
addressed under former Governor Doyle after he signed
an Executive Order in 2007 noting the “disparate treatment people of color receive in the criminal justice system ‘throughout the nation.’” The final report filed in
2008, “Commission on Racial Disparities in the Wisconsin Justice System,” though it consisted of an august
group of committee members, when taken in its entirety seems more an exercise in how to baffle the public
with bullshit rather that dazzle them with brilliance.
There are some interesting facts in the report: In
Wisconsin, approximately 15% of the population are
people of color, while about 59% of those incarcerated
are people of color. Also, in every department, from revocations to residents in prisons (regardless of whether the statistic reflects juveniles or adults), people of
color top the list except when it comes to “alternatives
to incarceration, community supervision, or probation”
where white offenders are in the majority.

PRISONERS LOCKED OUT OF DISCUSSION

More disturbing is the scope of the report and what
it did not discuss. One has to question any “allegedly
extensive investigation” that fails to include the parties
that the report is meant to address.
Wisconsin now incarcerates about 22,000 prisoners in six maximum, eight medium and a number of
minimum security facilities, yet only racial disparities
at one medium facility were reported. The University of
Wisconsin’s report, filed five years later, gives a more
chilling picture and the most chilling aspect is how incarceration is affecting the social and cultural dynamics of one area of Milwaukee.
According to the report, “The heaviest concentrations” of released and incarcerated adults were in Mil-

For disability rights

Chicago—On May 26, a group of 14 people from
Chicago ADAPT went to Springfield, Ill., to push for
the passage of House Bill #349 whose purpose is to
make the 5% temporary personal income tax in Illinois
permanent. Without that happening, we face huge cuts
in home services for the disabled and elderly and other
social services. Home healthcare hours could be drastically cut and personal assistants, who work with the
disabled, risk loosing our jobs.
We met with people from the Service Employees
International Union and other groups who came to join
the fight. While some visited their legislators to push
for passage of the bill, many of us attended and disrupted several budget meetings the House was having.
We demanded that they talk about the bill, and when
they refused, we started chanting and refused to leave.
At one point, a small group of us pushed our
way into the Governor’s office and were met by
the Capitol Police with their dogs. When we still
refused to leave, they finally sent someone from
the Governor’s office to talk to us.
We handed out thousands of leaflets asking people
to support the bill and talked to people about why we
were there. We demonstrated inside until closing time
and then some of us refused to leave. Eight people were
arrested, but were let go shortly after. The Capitol Police admitted they didn’t know what to do with the ones
who were arrested, especially those in wheelchairs.
After a candlelight vigil outside the Capitol
the next day, we found that the bill did not pass.
Instead, the house voted in a budget that includes
$70 million in cuts to home services. Some people
went back the next day to try and convince the
Senate to not pass the budget bill.
I had an opportunity to talk about how, under
capitalism, we have lost—and will continue to lose—
the gains we have fought for so hard in the Disability
Rights Movement, as we have in the Women’s Liberation Movement and other battles for social change. Depending on reforms and the government to make the
changes we need is ultimately a losing battle under
capitalism and we need something else to insure that
the new world we are fighting for becomes a reality.
—S.R.
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On prison and race

waukee’s north side and near south side neighborhoods.
In the poorest neighborhoods, incarceration has become
a way of life, and two-thirds of the incarcerated AfricanAmerican men hailing from Milwaukee come from six
zip codes surrounding the Center City, while 90% percent hail from 15 zip codes that reflect the racial and
economic segregation of Milwaukee County.
One of the hardest hit neighborhoods had so
many Black males who had been previously or
currently incarcerated, that nearly every residential block had multiple numbers of people
with prison records.
Financially, Wisconsin allocates more money to
corrections than it does to the whole University of Wisconsin higher education system.
The vestiges of slavery will forever be a stain on
the moral character of this nation, and pretending that
it never existed or that we have evolved to a point that
race is not really an issue exacerbates and perpetuates
racial disparity. Only through a comprehensive dialogue can we shine the light on those issues and perhaps realize that we are more alike than we’d like to
believe.

EDITORIAL

continued from p. 1
in the Maidan Nezaleznosti (Independence Square)
occupation in Ukraine’s capital, Kiev.
We need to return to Maidan to examine the profound though contradictory occupation that arose in
late November, developed against extensive government
repression in December, January, and February, resulting in the ouster of President Viktor F. Yanukovych on
Feb. 21. As we noted in the March-April issue of News
& Letters: “The Ukraine that began to hear and speak
for itself in the Maidan was made up of both Ukrainian
and Russian speakers; it included historic Jewish and
Muslim minorities; and significant parts were played
by feminists and LGBT activists—examples of new human relations that must be expanded further.”
This is not to say that that movement was
without contradictory elements. Bourgeois politicians were attempting to co-opt the occupation
for narrow electoral politics (and in some senses
have succeeded in the election of Poroshenko).
As well, we pointed to the danger of a nationalist,
anti-emancipatory right representing a serious
threat to the movement.
Yet what much of the so-called Left in the West
and elsewhere have been blind to, is the seeds of selfdetermination born in Maidan and which continue to
struggle to grow amidst the obfuscating big power occupations and maneuvers, the oligarchs’ consolidation
of power, and fascist rhetoric of the right.

THOSE IN MAIDAN SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES

In April progressive Maidan occupiers in Kiev organized a conference, The Left and the Maidan, to discuss their experiences. (See report on page 5.) Participants included independent trade union activists and
miners who had participated in Maidans where they
lived. One of the organizers, Denis Pilas, said in part:
“The international Left should not succumb to any
kind of geopolitics or support of ‘lesser-evil’ imperialism.
Instead, it should campaign against both the militaristic and adventurous policy of both the U.S. and Russia.
It should be a genuine anti-war movement, against a
possible civil war in Ukraine as well. It should oppose
the conservative, authoritarian and oligarchic regime of
Putin in Russia, and be in solidarity with leftists persecuted by it.” (http://rs21.org.uk/2014/04/24/the-leftand-maidan-interview-with-ukrainian-socialist-denispilas/)
One group within the Ukrainian Left, “Left Opposition,” published “Manifesto: 10 Theses of the Leftist
Opposition in Ukraine.” Their introduction said in part:
“Our hope is that the protest movement, spurred to
action by social injustice (the average salary in Ukraine
is 2 to 2.5 times lower than in Russia and Belarus, and
much lower than in the EU), might ultimately eradicate the root causes of this injustice. We believe that
the cause of most social problems is the oligarchy that
formed as a result of unbridled capitalism and corruption. It is important to limit the egotistic interests of
our oligarchs, instead of relying on the help of Russia
or the IMF, with the consequent national dependence.
We believe that it is harmful to add our voices to the demands for Euro-integration; instead, we need to clearly
delineate the changes necessary to support the interests
of ordinary citizens, especially hired laborers.” (http://
www.criticatac.ro/lefteast/manifesto-left-opposition-inukraine/)
Ousting Yanukovych certainly did not produce
any meaningful new beginning for Ukraine. However,
within a conflicted Maidan, there was a crucial minority who strove to plant seeds for such a new beginning.
We cannot allow that to be lost in a rush to “take sides”
with false alternatives that lead nowhere but to the
continuation of class rule, with its racist, sexist, homophobic expressions.
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De Blasio’s phony housing policies

this multi-billion dollar plan falls far short of what the
New York—When new Mayor Bill de Blasio was camcity needs. For example, one columnist noted that in
paigning, his pledge was to end the “two cities” here,
the plan’s 80,000 new apartments, developers would be
one of the rich and one of the rest of us. And a major
required to include 50% “middle income” apartments—
component of that was to address the housing problem.
more accurately, for the upper middle class, designatSome may contend that not enough time has passed
ed for households
to give his efforts a
http://mcbrooklyn.blogspot.com/2011/10/occupy-wall-street-protesters-occupy.html
with incomes of
fair evaluation, but
roughly
$100,000
the facts argue othto
$140,000,
and
erwise.
renting for $2,500
One of his first
to $3,500. Another
choices to head
30% would be for
the City Council
“moderate income”
was a councilwomhouseholds,
who
an from Spanish
make $67,000 to
Harlem and the
$100,000;
these
South Bronx, Mewould rent for about
lissa Mark-Viverito
$1,700 to $2,500.
who has been deThe remaining 20%
nounced by low inwould be for “very
come groups in her
low income” housedistrict for being a
holds, those making
force behind gentriless than $42,000.
fication and forcing
And
where
long-time residents New York protest Oct. 2, 2011, against Wall Street bailouts, joblessness, foreclosures, and
would the money
of both communities war. Her sign reads: “Widow was screwed by Bank of America (Criminals).”
come from? Of the
out and replacing
$41 billion that de
them with upper-class professionals willing to pay high
Blasio says will be committed to his project over
rents that regular people cannot afford.
the next decade, the vast majority, $30 billion, is
‘AFFORDABLE HOUSING’ IS NOT
to come from “private funds,” that is, the real esDe Blasio gave his consent to the construction of
tate lobby that put him in office in the first place.
high-rise luxury apartment buildings on the East River
You can be sure that sector will not be investing
in Astoria Queens, where, of the 2,500 proposed units,
in subsidized housing for the very poor.
only 400 will be “affordable housing.” This is not even
But even in relation to the already existing public
the 80/20 formula that Bloomberg used.
housing projects, de Blasio has said that his first focus
In a major development in Brooklyn, on the site
will be improving the security systems at the projects,
of an old Domino sugar factory, de Blasio’s housing
not taking units out of mothballs, repairing them, and
czar made a big deal of the fact that the builder of two
renting them out at subsidized prices. In fact, one of the
high-rise towers had increased the number of “affordironies is that the City of New York is one of the bigable units” from 400 to 700. However “affordable units”
gest owners of vacant but habitable apartments, a fact
would be restricted to families of four or more making
which came out when Bloomberg was mayor, but which
more than $60,000 a year.
has been forgotten.
De Blasio has sent a clear signal that housing
So what is the bottom line? For tens of thousands
for the truly low income, seniors, people on Soof the homeless, people with low incomes, immigrants
cial Security or SSI (Supplemental Security Inwho sleep ten to a room in illegal basements because
come), and homeless people will be a low priority
that is all they can afford, and senior citizens, de Blaof his administration. That section of New York’s
sio’s housing plan is a big zero.
—M.G.
population needs subsidized housing where only
a percentage of their monthly income is used for
rent and utilities. There has been no indication
of any plan to build tens of thousands of units of
subsidized housing, even though there are more
The late Sam Greenlee (1930 - 2014) is best known
than 50,000 homeless people in New York City,
today for his classic 1969 novel The Spook Who Sat by
and tens of thousands more who live the precarithe Door. This story of Freeman, the first Black CIA
ous lifestyle of “couch surfing,” i.e., having no
agent, who returns to his Chicago neighborhood to orpermanent place to live.
ganize a revolutionary army of young Freedom FightAlthough de Blasio had campaigned on improving
ers, has survived as an underground classic. The 1973
the housing projects owned by the City, one of his first
film of it, directed by actor Ivan Dixon, was pulled from
actions as mayor was to visit a City housing project in
theaters due to government pressure, but it too has
Harlem and announce that a part of it would be placed
survived through grassroots word of mouth.
on the open market, with open market rents—a giant
In his own life, Greenlee had worked in the U.S. Instep towards the eventual privatization of the City pubformation Agency, traveling the world. In his posts from
lic housing system.
Bangladesh, Indonesia, and Greece he witnessed the
Nowhere is there any serious effort to end the
prejudice and elitism that infected the representatives
blight of urban homelessness. His plans to reserve 750
of imperialism. His second novel, Baghdad Blues (1976)
public housing units for homeless families is short of
was based on his experience of the 1958 revolution in
the 2,500 some advocates and elected officials would
Iraq. His worldview was rooted in the understanding
like to see set aside. The number of New Yorkers in
that human beings weren’t things to be manipulated
shelters is now close to 53,000 — and 23,000 of those
from above, but hungered for freedom.
are children. Roughly 5,000 apartments of the more
Sam Greenlee lived that insight as his truth. He
than 178,000 units run by the NYC Housing Authority
could have risen in bourgeois politics. He had the gifts
become vacant each year. The number of people on their
and the credentials. Instead, he chose to live in the
waiting list is about 247,000.
neighborhood where he grew up, and with its people:

Sam Greenlee

REAL ESTATE LOBBY CALLING THE SHOTS

Some point to the allegedly massive housing program of de Blasio as evidence of his good faith. But even
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“I spent the best part of a decade in post-colonial countries. I was rubbing shoulders with actual soldiers of
that revolution, which was global. And we were part of
it. What a lot of people don’t want to recognize is how
much we inspired Africans and Asians with our Civil
Rights Movement.”
—Tim Finnegan

American Civilization on Trial: Black Masses
as Vanguard by Raya Dunayevskaya
Appendix contains four writings
by Charles Denby, including “Black
Caucuses in the Unions”:
“One stage in the Black workers’
revolt arose because workers began to realize that we
would have to fight the union
bureaucracy as much as we
had fought the management
up to then...”
To order, send $10 plus $2
for postage to:
News & Letters
228 S. Wabash Ave., #230
Chicago, IL 60604
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Intersex voices

Germany recognizes a third gender on legal documents such as birth certificates. Australia’s Sex Discrimination Amendment Bill 2013 makes Intersex
people a protected class, with no religious exemptions.
In the U.S., Chicago’s Lurie Children’s Hospital has
a Gender Identity Clinic which provides physical and
mental healthcare and support for gender variant, including Intersex, children and their families. Around
the world, organizations are forming to provide safe
space and community for Intersex people, as well as education and political action to secure full human rights.
Recently, the World Health Organization (WHO)
and the UN condemned the forced sterilization of a
host of minorities including Intersex people. Their joint
report, Eliminating forced, coercive and otherwise involuntary sterilization—an interagency statement, condemns involuntary sterilization practices as “a violation of fundamental human rights, including the right
to health, the right to information, the right to privacy,
the right to decide on the number and spacing of children, the right to found a family and the right to be free
from discrimination.” Many countries force sterilization on the minority populations cited in the report. Involuntary sterilization of Intersex people occurs when
an Intersex individual does not agree to the gender assigned to him or her by his or her country.
The report condemns the forced assignment
of gender on Intersex infants and children by
“corrective” or “gender normalizing” surgeries
and treatments. Instead, the WHO and UN recommend that Intersex people be allowed to choose,
or not choose, their gender when they reach an
age, based on the individual, when they are able
to make an informed decision with full and free
consent and for Intersex people to be recognized
as the gender they choose regardless of any surgeries and treatments they may have undergone.
The UN and WHO recommend training in gender
and body diversity for healthcare providers and that patients and their parents be well informed about the consequences of surgical and other medical interventions.
In addition to calling for the repeal of all involuntary sterilizations laws, the report strongly encourages
individuals to have control over their own reproductive
health, access to contraceptive services, information,
support and medical records as well as ensuring nondiscrimination.
—Elise

QUEERNOTES
by Dee Perkins

“The best way you can help somebody is by telling them your story,” states Ricardo Amunjera in the
short film “It’s All About Love,” (www.aidsalliance.
org/itsallaboutlove), which introduces him and his
husband Marc Themba to the world as Namibia’s first
gay married couple. Launched May 17 for this year’s
International Day Against Homophobia and Transphobia, the seven-minute documentary combines moving
footage and still photography with gorgeous result. The
couple speaks about their activism, their Christianity,
their families, and their loving relationship in a country where being gay is against the law (they married
in South Africa just over a year ago). “We need to start
thinking differently as Africans,” says Themba. Yes.
And we need to start thinking differently about Africans. This collaborative effort of the International HIV/
AIDS Alliance, Positive Vibes, and Out-Right Namibia
furthers both of those goals.
* * *
Sex-reassignment surgery can no longer be categorically denied to recipients of Medicare. The May
30 announcement by the Department of Health and
Human Services reverses the 1981 exclusion. The
challenge to the ban was made by a civil rights lawyer along with the ACLU, Gay & Lesbian Advocates &
Defenders and the National Center for Lesbian Rights
on behalf of Denee Mallon, a 74-year-old army veteran
whose doctors recommended genital reconstruction as
treatment for her gender dysphoria, a medical condition in which individuals suffer from serious conflict
with their self-conception and their assigned biological
sex. “The coverage exclusion is no longer reasonable,”
wrote the appeals board, enabling officials to consider
requests for coverage of the procedure, recognizing it as
any other medically legitimate treatment. This is a victory for transgender people in their fight for the right
to access appropriate healthcare.
* * *
Laverne Cox, critically acclaimed actor and star of
the Netflix series “Orange is the New Black,” graced
the cover of Time’s June 9 issue as its first openly
transgender person. The magazine has been criticized
for not including Ms. Cox in its April list of 100 most
influential people. The article, “The Transgender Tipping Point: America’s next civil rights frontier,” has
generated much negative and positive discussion. Cox
thwarted attempts to essentialize and truncate people’s
aspirations: “There’s not just one trans story. There’s
not just one experience,” she states in the interview.
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Low-wage workers battle for justice Free Speech Movement

continued from p. 1
the labor force. The percentage of adults who have jobs
fast food workers, as opposed to using their energy to
is lower than it has been since 1984, when women were
lobby for legislation like minimum wage increases, and
still entering the workforce in unprecedented numbers.
to file lawsuits designed to weaken corporations’ huge
CAPITALISM ATTACKS WAGES AND HOURS
legal advantages over unions. If they do try to unionize,
Part-time employment is rising, with over 7
fast food workers should be aware of a tactic popular
million people involuntarily working part-time. The
with union bureaucrats, of which the SEIU is a past
number of people unemployed for over six months has
master: making agreements with management behind
more than doubled since the recession began. Black
the backs of workers, including no-strike pledges and
unemployment, at 12.2%, is, as always, twice that of
lobbying for pro-industry legislation in exchange for
whites, while Black teen unemployment stands at
company promises of neutrality in organizing drives.
34.5% and Hispanic teen unemployment is 24.4%.
An eyewitness report from one of the Fight for
Consequently, median household income has
15 demonstrations captures the opposite attitudes
sunk to $51,017 from $55,627 and the poverty rate has
of rank-and-file workers and bureaucrats. After a
climbed, while the number of people receiving food
march to a McDonald’s in New York City, some
stamps is up by 21 million since 2007.
of the workers tried to pour into the restaurant,
But money does not fully measure the
only to be blocked by SEIU staff, who erected
alienating, stressful conditions of working-class
barriers. Union staff and police on one side of the
life. Most jobs can be taken away at any moment,
barricade faced off against the workers.2
with no certainty of finding a new one. Foreclosure
Given these opposite attitudes, neither community
and eviction are lingering threats. Millions who
outreach nor hiring staff to organize new companies
do reach retirement age keep working because
or
industries
they
cannot
Alex Darocy indybay.org/newsitems/2013/11/22/18746645.php
can
transform
afford to retire.
the character of
Retirement funds
unions
controlled
that survived the
by
the
labor
2008 crash are
bureaucracy
and
under attack by
open a new stage
companies
and
of workers’ selfgovernments.3
organization. The
Many
jobs
way these unions
colonize the time
tie themselves to
after work through
the
Democratic
cell
phones,
Party and channel
email, scheduling
worker energy into
surprises or forced
lobbying is only a
off-the-clock
corollary to this
overtime.
More
basic contradiction.
time is devoured by
The fact that
bureaucracies like
some labor unions Student workers’ picket line blocks motorcyclist at University of Calif. Santa Cruz, Nov. 22, Medicaid, Veterans
like
SEIU
are 2013. Student workers shut down campus then and again in April, and threatened a finals Affairs, courts and
reaching out to new week strike in June until a settlement was reached including a 17% wage increase, equal police.
Parents
unorganized sectors pay and benefits for undocumented grad students, bathroom access for Transgender and worry about what
doesn’t make them Genderqueer students, lactation stations, and improved childcare and maternity benefits.
will happen to kids
revolutionary, but it
in school in this
is not purely a reaction to the ruling class onslaught
trigger-happy land and after they graduate into a lowthat has decimated their numbers—only one in 15
wage workforce expecting a worse life than their elders.
private sector workers belong to unions, as against one
PRISONERS IN U.S. SLAVE LABOR EMPIRE
in three in the 1950s.
The prison system is an integral part of the
WORKERS’ DRIVE FOR SELF-ORGANIZATION
mechanism of exploiting the working class. Conscious
The organizing is also a reflection of the fighting
of their position in this system, Alabama prisoners held
spirit and drive for self-organization brewing in the
two labor strikes this year, with demands including
lower and deeper layers of the working class. We cannot
wages for their labor. Before the state retaliated by
know what forms of self-organization they will create,
throwing him into solitary, Melvin Ray, spokesperson
only that those cannot ultimately be contained within
for the Free Alabama Movement, said,
the existing union organizations. We do know that
“We sleep with rats and roaches. We work for
the idea of the new society is inherent in these class
free and eat slop unfit for human consumption. We
struggles, and that it needs to be made explicit as
serve decades in prison solely to provide free labor
guiding force and a goal not left to the distant future.
and without any real prospect for parole….Alabama
That idea is struggling to speak through all of the
Department of Corrections is about free labor and the
immediate freedom and class struggles, as against the
new slavery no one wants to talk about.”
bureaucracy’s efforts to write the script for workers to
In the midst of the 1930s Great Depression, masses
speak and act.
of workers shook the world with their sitdown strikes,
Both the fast food and Walmart campaigns (the
creating the CIO and scaring the ruling class into
latter was started by the United Food and Commercial
making concessions to prevent revolution. Since the
Workers) include lobbying for a higher minimum wage.
next global economic crisis in the 1970s, the capitalists
The Republican Party has moved so far to the right
have been destroying unions and turning back the gains
that—although two-thirds of the electorate, including
made by labor as well as by women, Blacks and Latinos.
half of Republican voters, want the minimum wage
The latest crisis starkly revealed what a state
raised—an important segment of the Party wants to
of decay this social system is in. This system
abolish it, including likely Presidential contenders
based on accumulating surplus value, whose only
Rand Paul and Marco Rubio as well as the Koch
source is labor, always drives toward extracting
brothers. For President Obama, it’s an easy place
the maximum labor at the minimum costs, which
to take a stand, knowing a bill that would displease
today means both eliminating jobs and keeping
his corporate friends could never get through the
down wages and benefits.
Republican-controlled House. Nevertheless, Democrats
It is easy to see how that is spelled out in the
in Alaska and Rhode Island voted to block minimum
transformation of employment. What is necessary is
wage hikes in their states.
to hear the voices of revolt, the subjective side of the
Where the minimum has been raised, as in Seattle,
transformation. They are the voices of humanity’s
it is after sustained agitation by workers. Even there,
quest for universality, including at its core the quest
the loopholes include a “training wage” and exceptions
of workers to liberate themselves from alienation, and
for people with disabilities.
to release labor as self-activity. It is that self-activity,
Behind the push for a much higher minimum wage
in creative revolt and in establishing new human
is not alone the fact that, adjusted for inflation, it has
relations, in organization and in thought, that can so
stayed below its levels of the 1960s and ’70s ever since
totally transform society and the individual that a free
Ronald Reagan became President. During the last three
world on new human foundations can arise.
decades the whole economy has been restructured.
3. See “Detroit Retirees Fight for Public Workers,” p. 3.
Due to automation, union concessions, unionbusting
and outsourcing, there has been a gradual shift from
medium-wage to low-wage jobs, which turned into a
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continued from p. 4
saw the negative feeling of estrangement as the path
to freedom; the only one that saw the positive in the
negative not only as a philosophic abstraction, but as a
human force for the reconstruction of society.
Deriving the concept of alienation from Hegel,
Marx did more than place it upright on materialistic
foundations. He opposed the communists who
vulgarized the materialism and rejected “bourgeois
idealism.” Marx’s main opposition to Hegel was not
his idealism; it was his dehumanization of the idea
as if it were not part of man’s body, as if ideas could,
indeed, float outside of the human being. Or, as Marx
himself put it, and put in strictly Hegelian terms,
Hegel “separated thinking from the subject,” even as
capitalism has put “in place of all the physical and
spiritual senses...the sense of possession, which is the
simple alienation of all these senses. To such absolute
poverty has human essence had to be reduced in order
to give birth to its inner wealth!”2
In a word, Marx saw alienation as an essential
dimension of history, characteristic of all class
societies—based as they are on the division between
mental and manual labor—and gaining its most
monstrous form under capitalism: it is under
“machinofacture” where the laborer becomes but a cog
in the machine, so that not only his product is alienated
from him, but so is his very activity. Once this is
achieved, it is not only labor that suffers; all of
society is demeaned and degraded, including
its thought. The only way out is to reconstruct
society on totally new beginnings: “To be radical
is to grasp something at its roots. But for man
the root is man himself.”
It still is. And it is this precisely which the students
have got hold of and are fighting for, and this is also
the underlying, though not always acknowledged,
philosophy of the Negro revolution....
What needs to be stressed now is that a new
generation of radicals is born not only through such
activities as the sit-in, the picket line, the strike, but
also through the activity of thinking. It should
be unnecessary to add that the mental alertness and
social aspiration, more than the marginal social status,
impelled the students into the FSM and such new bold
forms of revolt as “civil disobedience.” Of course, they
“took it” from the Civil Rights Movement, but placing
it on a university campus, means that the whole socalled academic community, and not only at Berkeley,
will never be the same.
The philosophic aspect, moreover, adds a
new dimension to the very movement which gave
the FSM its impetus: the Civil Rights Movement.
It is this which must not be reconfined, not even
in activism.
Our age of state-capitalism with the administrative
mentality so inherent in it, shows us, over and over
again, that, despite the appearance of opposites,
reconfinement and activism can and do meet
to form the evasion so characteristic of modern
intellectuals, including those who do see the ills
of the world and do oppose the status quo....
As the revolutions that have soured have proved,
it is impossible to create a new society where the mode
of labor rests on the same division between mental and
manual labor that underpins all class societies.
When the very fate of mankind, not just
rhetorically, but actually, is within orbit of an
intercontinental ballistic missile, the job cannot be
left in the hands of the intellectual elite, not even
the Other Academia. The whole of Other America
is involved and must move to the front center of the
historic stage. The Negro revolution and the FSM have
opened new roads to freedom. But the task to make
freedom a reality remains. It is the task of the whole.
All energies, theoretical as well as practical, emotional
as well as spiritual, are needed for the arduous labor
of reconstructing society on new foundations. It is
the human project. It cannot brook any new division
between the activity of thinking and the activity of
revolution. The urgency of our lives and times demands
that all “philosophic absolutes” come down to earth.
The todayness of the theory of liberation that is
the Humanism of Marxism is this: it has never isolated
itself in any ivory towers, nor flown to other planets to
avoid facing reality. This freedom philosophy is in the
events of the day. When concretized for our day, MarxistHumanism puts into words what every activist knows
is true as he battles the power structure which stands
in the way of freedom. It becomes imperative therefore
to work out a new unity of thought and action which
can release the vast untapped energies of mankind,
their innate talents so that the new human dimension,
inherent in the old society, can finally emerge and
make freedom a reality.
June 1965
Detroit, Michigan
2.

I’m using my own translation of the Humanist Essays
which first appeared as Appendices to the 1958 edition of
Marxism and Freedom, but these essays can also be gotten
in paperback edition of Erich Fromm’s Marx’s Concept of
Man.
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Right wins in Europe

It’s been dubbed a “political earthquake” that has
struck the heart of the European Parliament. Yet this
surprising victory for the right—where Britain’s own
United Kingdom Independence Party (UKIP) made
unprecedented electoral gains—signifies not merely
disillusionment with mainstream politics, but growing
intolerance across Europe.
Defeating both the ruling Coalition of Conservative
and Liberal Democratic Parties, UKIP also outpaced
the Labour Party (LP) opposition in securing almost
30% of votes for the European Parliament.
Since its founding in 1993, UKIP has been firmly Eurosceptic, viewing membership in the European
Union as the cause of a myriad of social ills from illegal
immigration to economic instability. Yet UKIP ballot
box success is new.
After years of dissatisfaction under Prime Minister
Tony Blair’s “New Labour” project, the now ruling Coalition of Liberal Democrats and Conservatives viewed
their ascension in 2010 as evidence of the electorate’s
rejection of the LP. Yet the LP persists as a political
force, despite its indecisive current leader, Ed Miliband,
who continues to pose as a moderate in the face of perceived trade union militancy.
The failure to formulate a credible opposition to
the Coalition permitted UKIP leader, Nigel Farage, to
take advantage of the disillusionment of the electorate
and ferment a nationalism opposed not only to the European Union, but foreign influences in general.
UKIP high-flyers were exposed as racist,
some throwing homophobia into the mix, in a
series of comments marking the party as permeated with intolerance. From the idiotic ravings of
the now suspended UKIP councillor David Silvester, who blamed recent flooding on god’s anger at
gay marriage, to the bigoted “send the lot back”
anti-immigrant ranting of Victoria Ayling, UKIP
is far beyond opposition to the EU.
While their electoral manifesto was dismissed as
“a list of things that annoy people” by New Statesman
writer Alex Andreou, the UKIP spokesman for small
businesses, Amjad Bashir, has some clear ideas. Opposing the minimum wage, paid vacations, working time
directives and maternity leave, Bashir shows UKIP is
no friend to workers and is a threat to the gains made
by the British labour movement.
UKIP represents a current of thought amidst British business that resents EU for enshrining a raft of
labour-friendly benefits in UK law. The real class force
behind the anti-EU crusade is an embittered clique of
businessmen and conservative politicians, exploiting
racism and fear for their anti-worker agenda.
Yet Britain’s organised working class still tentatively supports the LP, which made gains in local elections and multiple council seats at the expense of the
right, only being overtaken by UKIP in elections to the
European Parliament.
The soft approach of LP leaders has exacerbated the political confusion so ably taken advantage of by UKIP. Far from opposing Conservative
attacks on welfare, Ed Miliband said his party
would continue with such austerity policies, albeit it in a less severe form.
What happens next depends on the trade unions.
Len McCluskey, head of Unite, the largest union in Britain, announced plans to form a new party if Miliband
doesn’t change his policy of acquiescence. If a new political force for trade unionism emerges, it could undercut the far right with arguments of substance, worker
militancy and cosmopolitan anti-capitalism. It could
address the growth of the European right by organising renewed ties with trade unions across borders, not
just to oppose transnational capital, but to answer the
rightist onslaught with a systematic defence of labour,
immigrants, women and ethnic minorities.
Whatever the case, the far right have again thrown
down the gauntlet to the only force now capable and willing to take them on: the organised labour movement. It’s
up to us to answer the challenge.
—Dan Read

From Marxism
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Tiananmen Massacre 25 years later

Crowds filled Hong Kong’s Victoria Park on June
4 to remember the massacre in Tiananmen Square 25
years ago. Under Hong Kong’s separate administration
they bore witness to the two-month-long mass movement of students and workers that spread to city after
city across China, and to
those who had been killed
when state-capitalist authorities sent in the army
against demonstrators in
Beijing and Chengdu on
June 4, 1989. Police attempts to minimize the
impact of Hong Kong’s memorial were made transparent by its official count:
instead of the organizers’
count of 180,000, including
youth not born in 1989, officials gave, not a nice round
100,000, but 99,500!
In Beijing the crowds at Tiananmen Square were
the police, arrayed to thwart even individual acts of
commemoration. Some Western news outlets “proved”
the government claim that the average Chinese citizen
is ignorant of the Tiananmen massacre by questioning people in public at the very time that even a tweet
mentioning it could get one jailed. But the heavy police
presence constituted an inadvertent reminder.
Those who had occupied Tiananmen Square had
ample links to the long tradition of revolutionary opposition to Mao Zedong and post-Mao China. During the

NYC educators rally

New York—More than 300 teachers—as well as education personnel, parents, students, and community
leaders and supporters—from New York City and other
parts of the tri-state area concerned about education
inequalities rallied outside New York City’s City Hall.
In a “Take Back Our Schools” rally, we demanded
that the new de Blasio administration put its money
where its mouth was during the election by sharply
curbing the use of charter schools, by turning back
the corporatization of education that was begun by the
Bloomberg administration, and by putting a halt to
the use of standardized testing to evaluate school and
teachers (see May-June 2014 N&L for details on recent
protests against the standardized tests in New York).
The Pearson education testing machine was denounced by over 20 speakers, as was Governor Cuomo
for his embrace of charter schools, the Common Core
educational standards and teacher evaluations. A
spokeswoman for noted educator Diane Ravitch read
her statement that energized the crowd, where she
denounced all that was wrong with the new corporate
model of education and encouraged the crowd to fight
for justice in education.
As Ravitch put it: “If you hate tests that make
children cry, shout out loud, shout NO MORE! If
you think that children spend too many hours
getting tested, shout NO MORE! If you think that
children should not be forced to spend six hours
to take tests in reading and math, shout NO
MORE! If you think that teachers should write
their own tests, instead of Pearson getting $32
million to write lousy tests, shout NO MORE! If
you hate the idea that the city has to pay rent
for schools run by billionaires, shout NO MORE!
If you think that charters should pay their own
rent, shout NO MORE! If you think that co-locations are a terrible idea, shout NO MORE!”
Other speakers who were explicitly revolutionary
attacked the very essence of the education system under capitalism and a representative of the New York
Student Union also spoke. There was music and singing by the crowd and a lot of cheering. Following the
rally, most of us marched to the New York City Department of Education.
—Retired Teacher, New York

“[S]ix weeks after the open forums
first started, the Communist rulers
called an abrupt halt to the ‘100 flowers’ campaign. Mao’s original speech,
‘Let 100 flowers bloom, let 100 schools
of thought contend,’ was intended for
intellectuals only. Nevertheless the
limited freedom expanded itself. [Mao]
delivered a new speech, ‘On the Correct
Handling of Contradictions Among the
People.’ The right to free expression
ended abruptly, ruthlessly.”
Order your copy for only $25 + $4 postage from
News & Letters, 228 South Wabash Ave., Suite 230,
Chicago, IL 60604 USA

so-called Cultural Revolution after 1966, which Raya
Dunayevskaya had called a preventive counter-revolution by Mao, a generation of Red Guards used Marx
himself to demonstrate the failings of Mao’s China.
A key theoretician of
Mao, Wang Ruoshui, by undertaking an assignment
to debunk the humanism
of Marx as East Europeans
were discussing it, became
instead a developer of Marxist humanism in opposition to
state-capitalism.
Students in 1989 marked
the death of former Party
chairman Hu Yaobang on
April 15 by resuming the
movement for freedom and
democracy that had crisscrossed China in 1986-87 until it had been suppressed,
especially in Shanghai and Beijing, and Deng Xiaoping’s chosen successor Hu had been forced from power.
By mid-May millions of students and workers occupied Tiananmen Square and hundreds of other cities. Martial law was precipitated not only by a widening
hunger strike on the Square, but by workers forming the
Beijing Workers Autonomous Federation independent
of state/Party/army control. Only the intervention of
Beijing citizens halted the movement of troops to clear
the Square, and delayed the bloodshed until June 4.
The China of 1989 based on state-run industry
looks far different today as much of that state property was spun off into the hands of insiders and international capital has exploited China’s labor power to
turn it into the world’s workshop. But the escalation
of strikes in electronics and auto, or the massive strike
of over 40,000 workers in the Yue Yuen shoe factory in
Dongguan, demonstrates workers’ historical memory
and the continuity of workers’ resistance. The fact that
the army that once protected state power at Tiananmen Square is now sent in to that shoe factory to break
a strike against a foreign capitalists’ enterprise demonstrates that the same obstacle to workers’ freedom
still remains to be overcome.
—Bob McGuire

YOUTH

IN

ACTION

by Michael Gilbert

The International Student Initiative for Pluralist
Economics (ISIPE), with branches in 19 countries including the U.S., rejects the uniformity of the so-called
Chicago School of economists who are staunch free
market advocates. The dominance of narrow free-market theories at top universities harms the world’s ability to confront financial instability and climate change.
ISIPE argues that economics courses are failing wider
society. The students, who formed 41 protest groups in
universities from Britain and the U.S. to Brazil and
Russia, say the curriculum should include analysis of
the financial crash. Their manifesto states: “The lack of
intellectual diversity does not only restrain education
and research. It limits our ability to contend with the
multidimensional challenges of the 21st century—from
financial stability to food security and climate change.”
* * *
Ché Café is a worker owned and run cooperative
that has featured live music and food since 1980 at the
University of California, San Diego. Recently, UCSD
administration tried to shut the café. They received
the support of Fox News, who hate anything associated
with Ché Guevara. On May 23, the Associated Students
(student government), who control student finances,
voted in executive session with no public participation
to deny funding to the café, effectively shutting it down.
Afterwards, one of the students on the board said, “The
committee was just manipulated by people who do not
want the Ché Café to be at the university anymore.”
The café’s supporters vowed to continue the fight and
search for a new venue where they can present the kind
of punk-indie-DIY music they are famous for.
* * *
A student in Beaconsville High School in Montréal,
Canada, was suspended for wearing shorts on a hot
day. The student, Lindsey Stocker, put up handmade
posters around the school saying: “Don’t humiliate her
because she is wearing shorts. It’s hot outside. Instead
of shaming girls for their bodies, teach boys that girls
are not sexual objects.”
* * *
Australia’s students were angered by proposed
fee increases, some to be doubled or more by 2016. At
the University of Sydney, Australia’s Foreign Minister,
Julie Bishop, was confronted by a group of students
chanting: “No cuts, no fees, no corporate universities.”
Her security team reacted with violence, dragging students down stone stairs. Chanting students also confronted education minister Christopher Pyne when he
appeared on the popular television program Q&A. In
the interests of true democracy, the show went off the
air until security personnel removed the protestors.
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WORLD IN VIEW Iraq is key to today’s imperialism

continued from p. 1
sectarian religious differences, to downplaying women’s
rights, the U.S. occupation was a disaster for Iraq.
Ironically, Maliki’s growing authoritarianism,
which has now blown up in his face, is a vestige of that
U.S. occupation. His calls for U.S. military aid, in tandem with his calls for Iranian help, reflect his desire
for the military power to once
again freeze social relations
in their place. ISIS’s pretensions to statehood are actually
similar to Maliki’s own in that
respect. Both are far removed
from any concept of freedom.

ing sanctions. This sanctions regime, enforced mainly
under President Clinton’s watch, killed countless thousands of Iraqi children, cut Iraq off from culture and
science, and devastated the economy. It did, essentially,
nothing to inconvenience Saddam and his circle, as his
many palaces testified.
Saddam sold oil under the table, and kept an alternative culture of foreign
journalists and
small regional
Baath parties
on his payroll,
while the Iraqi
people starved.
A LONG EXPERIMENT
It is important
For U.S. rulers in particuto keep this
lar, Iraq has been a long exlarger picture
periment in the failed attempt
in mind as this
to create a manageable postlong
experiCold War imperialist order. It’s
ment in cyniworth remembering how little Ramadi, Iraq, 2013. The Maliki government’s heavy-handed crushing of the Sunni
cism unravels,
opposition the first Bush’s protest camp this year was a key factor in the current uprising.
to avoid the
1991 Gulf War met. The U.N.,
pull of any opRussia, Hafez al-Assad’s Syria
pressive ideology that seeks to recreate inhuman social
all signed off on that dirty little exercise. It was their
relations.
green light that forced Bush to allow Saddam to crush
HUMAN POWER vs. IMPERIALISM
the Iraqi people’s revolt that erupted following Iraq’s
The long Kurdish struggle for self-determination,
expulsion from Kuwait.
the Arab Spring-inspired occupations among the
While the Kurds were able to gain a no-fly zone,
Sunni, the thirst for dignity and social justice among
and thus a safe haven in northern Iraq, the rest of the
the Shi’a, and the many and insistent calls for antipopulation was subjected to years of cruel and debilitat-

Latin America’s people in view and in motion
Colombia’s Election and ‘Peace’

“The majority of people voted not for Santos but for
the peace process that Santos represents,” commented
one Colombian election observer. Two right-of-center
candidates battled: President Juan Manuel Santos,
seeking re-election, and Óscar Iván Zuluaga, a candidate even further to the right. Peace negotiations with
the armed guerrilla group the Revolutionary Armed
Forces of Colombia (FARC) were the main issue. What
was clear from the run-off election is two-fold: Colombians are finished supporting the unending war that has
consumed the country and its resources for decades;
and a powerful extreme right, under former militaristic President Álvaro Uribe, won 45% of the vote and
is intent on setting up further obstacles to any peace
process short of military victory. No mere election, nor
even a negotiated settlement, can resolve the nation’s
deep social problems of economic inequality and racism.



Zapatista Activist Assassinated

In the Zapatista community of La Realidad in the
Mexican state of Chiapas, paramilitary groups with
connections to political parties and the state government carried out the murder of long-time Zapatista
activist and teacher, José Luis López Solís, known as
Galeano. More than a dozen other La Realidad community members were wounded, and a clinic and a school
destroyed.
The Zapatista response has been massive—not to
take up arms in vengeance with its danger of Mexican

state forces entering, but in continuing a mobilization
for life. Thousands attended a memorial service. The
Zapatistas’ Comandates Marcos and Moises spoke.
Marcos declared that he will “cease to exist,” and will
become Subcomandante Insurgente Galeano. Plans
are in process to fund-raise globally to construct a new
clinic and school, to hold a National Congress of Indigenous in August, and to continue to invite supporters to
participate in “Freedom according to the Zapatistas” in
their Little School.



World Cup Shows Other Brazil

Against all the madness of the World Cup, it is
necessary to see another Brazil: a Brazil of continuing
poverty, racism, extreme inequality, police and army repression, but most especially a Brazil of social protest.
In the period leading up to the World Cup, and indeed
during the games, we have seen a subway strike in São
Paulo affecting millions; teachers on strike in Rio state;
and massive street demonstrations against government
corruption and World Cup spending—an estimated $11
billion cost of hosting the tournament. “Why does a city
like Manaus need an expensive and luxurious stadium
when a few meters away there’s a neighborhood, Alvorada, without sidewalks and treated sewage?” asked
one Manaus writer. Rio has seen mass evictions of
slum residents for World Cup construction projects. Attempts to “clean up” these poor crime-ridden neighborhoods with massive police and army invasions resulted
in many deaths. Welcome to the World Cup, with the
2016 Olympics on the horizon.
—Eugene Walker

sectarianism, for women’s rights, for labor solidarity,
all these and more are forces calling for the construction of a new Iraq and a new world. They also call for a
major rethinking on the part of much of the Left.
It is vital, for revolutionaries, to see how the people
of Iraq have foiled the post-Cold War effort of world imperialism to create its stable order. It is by no accident
that the same forces that have united to oppose the Syrian Revolution are scrambling now to influence events
in Iraq. Failing to grasp the immensity of what the Iraqi
people have done—against all odds—has led many to
despair of the very idea of revolutionary change.
It has led would-be revolutionaries to fail to comprehend how the humanism of the Syrian Revolution
has proved the necessity of opposing all reactionary
powers. The war threatened by both ISIS and Maliki’s
sectarianism will prove that truth yet again.

Turkish miners killed

“Johnny Miner, you were born / Never to see the rising dawn…” —Ed Pickford
On May 13, an explosion in a coal mine in Soma,
Turkey, claimed the lives of 301 miners. That’s the official figure, although some think the number of dead
may have been even higher. In any case, there is good
reason to distrust the Turkish government.
Turkey is the most dangerous place on earth in
which to be a coal miner. Last year, miners had protested poor safety conditions across the country. In 2012,
78 miners died in accidents; in 2013, 95 died. The Soma
disaster is the country’s worst so far.

PROFIT IS A CRUEL GOD

The mine lacked a usable safe area, of the kind
that allowed 33 Chilean miners to survive in the 2010
San Jose Mine collapse. Executives of Soma Mining
have provisionally been charged with “causing multiple deaths through negligence.” The formerly publiclyowned mine had been privatized a decade ago, and its
management has cut production costs from $140 to $24
per ton. This has been made easier for these capitalists
by a lack of safety rules and inspections.
The free-market ideology masked as religion represented by Turkish Prime Minister Erdogan showed
itself in his outrageous statement that “What happened, happened. It is from God.” He added, “If you
boo the Prime Minister, you get slapped.” His security
guards were then filmed beating a protesting miner to
the ground. Other protestors were met with tear gas
and water cannons, with an unknown number being
arrested—the government refused to give figures. Protests did spread to Istanbul and Ankara, connecting to
the Gezi Park freedom movement.

‘FREE MARKET’ KILLS WORLDWIDE

On May 12, meanwhile, in Brody Mine No. 1 in
Wharton, West Virginia, two miners were killed when
the roof of the mine collapsed on them. Brody Mine had
over 180 safety violations cited in the last year. The
Labor Department could have taken out an injunction
against the operators, but that has only ever happened
once—against Massey Energy in 2010, after the Big
Branch disaster that killed 29.
That is a telling example of how the ruling class
will sometimes enforce public safety regulations only in
order to avoid them later. While capitalism continues to
exist, it will continue to destroy both workers’ lives and
the earth’s environment.

NEWS AND LETTERS COMMITTEES

Who We Are And What We Stand For

News and Letters Committees is an organization of Marxist-Humanists. It has always
stood for the abolition of capitalism, both in its
private property form as in the U.S., and in its
state property form that appeared as the Russian Revolution was transformed into its opposite. That retrogression anticipated the next
stage of development—the age of state-capitalism. We stand for a society of new human
relations, what Marx called a new Humanism.
News & Letters was founded in 1955, the
year of the Detroit wildcat strikes against automation and the Montgomery Bus Boycott
against segregation—activities which signaled
a new movement from practice that was itself
a form of theory. News & Letters was created
so that the voices of revolt could be heard unseparated from the articulation of a philosophy
of liberation.
Raya Dunayevskaya (1910–1987), founder
of the body of ideas of Marxist-Humanism, was
Chairwoman of News and Letters Committees from its founding to 1987. Charles Denby
(1907–1983), a Black rank-and-file autoworker,
author of Indignant Heart: A Black Worker’s Journal, was editor of the paper from 1955 to 1983.
The articulation of the relationship be-

tween the movement from practice which is
itself a form of theory and the movement from
theory to philosophy is reflected in Dunayevskaya’s three major works.
Marxism and Freedom, from 1776 until Today (1958), established the American roots of
Marxism while presenting a comprehensive
attack on present-day Communism, which
is a form of state-capitalism. It re-established
Marxism in its original form as “a thoroughgoing Naturalism or humanism,” while pointing to the new Humanist philosophy expressed
by the working class. It presented history and
theory as emanating from the movement from
practice.
Philosophy and Revolution: From Hegel to Sartre and from Marx to Mao (1973), written after
the failed revolts of the 1960s, articulated the
integrality of philosophy and revolution as the
characteristic of the age and, tracing it historically, caught the link of continuity with the Humanism of Marx. As against the vanguard party,
the integration of dialectics and organization
reflects the revolutionary maturity of the age
and the passion for a philosophy of liberation.
Rosa Luxemburg, Women’s Liberation, and
Marx’s Philosophy of Revolution (1982) explores

Marx’s body of ideas from his discovery of a
continent of thought and of revolution in his
youth to the “new moments” of his last decade.
Written for our time of revolutions in developing countries, the rise of the international
women’s liberation movement, and global economic crisis, it reveals the absolute challenge to
make real Marx’s “revolution in permanence”
as the determinant for the relationship of theory and practice and as ground for organization.
These works spell out the philosophic
ground of Marx’s Humanism. American Civilization on Trial: Black Masses as Vanguard (1963,
1983) concretizes it on the American scene
and shows the two-way freedom road between
the U.S. and Africa.
In 1989 News and Letters Committees
published Dunayevskaya’s original 1953 philosophic breakthrough—her two letters on
Hegel’s Absolutes—and her 1987 Presentation
on the Dialectics of Organization and Philosophy in The Philosophic Moment of Marxist-Humanism.
This body of ideas challenges all those desiring freedom to transcend the limitations of
post-Marx Marxism. In light of the crises of our
nuclear-armed world, climate change, and failed

revolutions, it becomes imperative not only
to reject what is, but to further work out the
revolutionary Humanist future inherent in the
present.The recreation of Marx’s philosophy as
Marxist-Humanism is recorded in Dunayevskaya’s archives, The Raya Dunayevskaya Collection—Marxist-Humanism: A Half-Century of Its
World Development, deposited at Wayne State
University in Detroit and available to all.
We aim to continue to develop MarxistHumanism and make it available to all who
struggle for freedom. In opposing this capitalist,
racist, sexist, heterosexist, class-ridden society,
we have adopted a committee form of organization rather than any elitist party “to lead.”
We participate in all class and freedom
struggles, nationally and internationally. As our
Constitution states: “It is our aim…to promote the firmest unity among workers, Blacks
and other minorities, women, youth and those
intellectuals who have broken with the ruling
bureaucracy of both capital and labor.” We do
not separate mass activities from the activity
of thinking. Send for a free copy of the Constitution of News and Letters Committees or see it
on our website: www.newsandletters.org.

